STRATIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF THE PALEN FORMATION,
PALEN MOUNTAINS, SOUTHEASTERN CALIFORNIA
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The Palen Formation is known to occur only in
the Palen Mountains of southeastern California
(Fi g. 1). It has been intruded by a porphyriti c
rhyodacite dated by K-Ar methods at 175 m.y.b.p.
and by quartz monzonites dated at 66 m.y.b.p.
(K-Ar; Pelka, 1973). The Palen Mountains are
about 43 km northwest of Blythe, California and are
separated from the Granite Mountains to the north
by Palen Pass. Access to the study area is by
California State Route 177 (Rice Road) north from
U.S. Interstate 10 approximately 25.6 km (16 mi.)
and then east via an unimproved road to the Palen
Pass area. The U.S. Geological Survey Palen
Mountains 15' quadrangle encompasses the study area.

ABSTRACT
The Palen Formation is comprised of three
members: lithofeldspathic arenite, polymictic
conglomerate and quartzose arenite, deposited
prior to the development of at least a portion of
a Jurassic magmatic arc that existed in southeastern California and western Arizona. The composition of the three members of the Palen Formation defines a distinct feldspar to quartz-rich
trend upward in the section. Gradational contacts
between each member imply that sedimentation was
not interrupted and that drastic changes in sedimentary environments did not occur. Bedding
characteristics suggest that the depositional
environments record a transition from subaqueous
to subaerial deposition in a basin that shoaled
through time.

STRATIGRAPHY
The Palen Formation was first studied and
named by Pelka (1973). He chose to divide the
formation into three members based on litholigic
characteristics. In ascending stratigraphic
order. the three members are: 1) lithofeldspathic
arenite, 2) polymictic conglomerate, and 3)
feldspathic to quartzose arenite (fig. 2; classification based on Crook, 1960). The base of the
section is not exposed and the uppermost member
has been intruded
(see Fi g. 3). The absence
of a complete section combined with the degree of
deformation precludes an accurate estimate of the
thickness of the formation.

Intense deformation of the Palen Formation
produced thrust and strike-slip faults, tight to
isoclinal south-vergent folds and a penetrative
cleavage. This deformation occurred during the
southward movement of upper plate Paleozoic and
possible Mesozoic metasedimentary rocks along the
Palen Pass thrust over a lower plate consisting of
Palen Formation and an intrusive rhyodacite
porphry. Fold axes in the lower plate strata
trend roughly E-W, plunge gently to the westnorthwest and are parallel to the Palen Pass thrust
fault. The similarity of structural fabric data
from the upper and lower plate rocks with deformed
rocks to the east in the Big Maria Mountains
suggests that this ~eformation occurred in the
early Late Cretaceous (90-100 m.y.b.p.).

Member Descriptions
Lithofeldspathic Arenite
The lowermost member is gray-green to olivegreen in color and comprised of framework grains of
angular plagioclase feldspar embedded in a matrix
of epidote, green biotite and chlorite. The
percentage of matrix ranges from approximately 20%
to almost 70%. In a number of samples lithic
fragments of volcanic and quartzitic rocks are
present. although small in size and relatively
low in abundance (20% maximum).

INTRODUCT ION
The Mesozoic sedimentary history of southeastern California is obscure largely because of
the scarcity of rocks of this age and type.
Regional correlations of sedimentary strata of
known Mesozoic age are difficult to make due to
the disruption of sedimentary environments by
igneous activity that occurred both during and
after sedimentation.

The bedding characteristics of the lowermost
member are not prominently displayed. Most of
the exposures of this member are massive and
difficult to interpret. Where observed, bedding
is represented by thin, wavy laminations that
range from 1-3 mm to 1-1.5 cm in thickness. This
appears to be the most common style of bedding
although both low-angle crossbeds and rare graded
beds occur. Texturally this member is poorly
sorted and contains angular to subangular framework
grains.

Pre-Jurassic, post-Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks are exposed at scattered localities in the
eastern and southern Mojave desert. These strata
provide the only paleogeographic details of the
transition in regional geological environments
from cratonal sedimentation in the Paleozoic to
arc magmatism in the Jurassic. The Palen Formation
is one such sequence of Early Jurassic metamorphosed sandstone and conglomerate that outcrop in
southeastern California. This paper describes
their occurrence, stratigraphy and structure and
presents speculative paleogeographic interpretations based on this data.

These observations (abundant plagioclase,
lithic fragments, poor sorting and massive bedding)
suggest that this member was rapidly deposited
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Figure 1 - Location map of study area. A = Arica Mountains; BM = Big Maria Mountains;
CH = Chuckwalla Mountains; C = Coxcomb Mountains; D = Dome Rock Mountains; E = Eagle
Mountains; G = Granite Mountains; H = Hexie Mountains; LM - Little Maria Mountains;
MC = McCoy Mountains; M = Mule Mountains; P = Palen Mountains; PP = Palen Pass; PI =
Pinto Mountains; R = Riverside Mountains.
with only minor reworking. The sedimentary characteristics of this member are similar to the peliticarenaceous facies II of Mutti and Ricci-Luchi's
model of turbidite sedimentation (1978 English
translation of the original 1972 Italian paper by
T. Nilsen). In their model sediments of this
facies are deposited on the outer fan apron where
channeling is of less importance for the distribution of turbidity flows.

interbedded with thin, discontinuous beds of feldspathic arenite. Relative percentages of the two
lithologic types are 75% conglomerate. and 25%
arenite.
Quartzite is the dominant clast type (range
40-100%), followed by leucogranite (0-50%),
carbonate (0-30%) and minor resedimented cobbles
of the lower member of the Palen Formation.
Volcanic clasts are extremely rare within this
member. Most of the clasts are well rounded
although angular clasts do occur throughout the
section. The most pronounced aspect of this
member relative to the lowermost member is the

Polymictic Conglomerate
The middle member of the Palen Formation is
comprised of polymictic conglomerate that is
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Figure 2 - Generalized QFR diagram for arenites; from Crook, 1960.
part of this member are massively bedded. Actual
bedding traces in the lower part of this member may
be obscurred by the strongly developed cleavage.
The middle(?) to upper parts of this member are
dramatically trough cross-bedded on a very large
scale. Single sets of some cross-strata are at
least 10 Min height. These structures are best
exposed on the east side of the Palen Mountains,
topographically below the ridge of rhyodacite
porphry that is intruded into this uppermost
member. The morphology of these sets (tabular,
wedge-shaped) is difficult to determine because
most of these beds are vertical and exposed along
a steep slope.

increase in the abundance of quartz, both as
separate detrital grains and as polycrystalline
quartzite fragments.
It is apparent that these sediments underwent
deposition with minor consequent sorting or redistribution into graded sequences. Deposition in an
alluvial-fan system or within the inner-fan of a
subsea canyon are plausible alternatives for the
environment of deposition of this member. An
inner-fan environment is favored because of its
logical succession to the inferred outer fan
environment described for the first member. It
may be that although the conglomerates in the
lower part of this member were deposited in a
subaqueous environment, deposition of the conglomerates in the upper part of the member (and up
into the transition zone between this and the
upper member) occurred in a subaerial alluvial fan
environment. Identification of those 'parts
deposited subaqueously cannot be made in the
absence of marine fossils. Such fans are described by Rust (1980) as "coastal alluvial fans".

The transitional contact between the uppermost
and middle members of the Palen Formation suggests
that a significant hiatus in deposition did not
occur between them. A complex mixed environment
that incorporated waning-stage coastal alluvial
fan sedimentation with encroaching eolian sand
deposition may have existed during the deposition
of the uppermost middle member and the lowermost
upper member. This interpretation is based upon
the assumption that depositional environments
were logically successive.

Quartzose Arenite
The uppermost member of the Palen Formation
ranges from subarkose to quartzose arenite in
composition. The greatest amount of feldspar is
found above and within the transition zone between
the middle and upper members. Original textural
details of the quartz grains have been obliterated
by deformation. An examination by luminoscope of
three samples entirely composed of quartz revealed
that the quartz population is essentially homogeneous and that appreciable recrystallization has
probably occurred.

Age of the Palen Formation
The intrusive contact with the rhyodacite
porphry provides the only direct constraint on the
age of the Palen Formation. Although an isotopic
age of 175 m.y.b.p. for the rhyodacite was derived
by K-Ar analysis (Pelka, 1973), regional considerations suggest that this age may be lower than
its true value. Work by Anderson and Silver (1978),
Haxel and others (1980) and Wright, Haxel and May
(1981) document the presence of the prophyritic
rhyodacite arc terrane through south-central

The more feldspar-rich sands in the lowermost
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Figure 3 - Geologic map of the northern Palen Mountains, Riverside County, Southeastern California.
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The Palen Formation has been intensely deformed
into south-vergent, tight to isoclinal folds, most
of which are overturned to the south. Attendant
with the folding was the development of penetrative
axial-planar cleavage and reverse and strike-slip
faults. All of the structures possess a common
fabric that most likely formed during the emplacement of an upper-plate of Paleozoic and possible
Mesozoic metasedimentary rocks exposed in Palen
Pass over a lower plate consisting of the rhyodacite
porphry and the Palen Formation along the Palen
Pass thrust fault (LeVeque, 1981).

intrusive porphyry- hypabyssal rhyodacite
porphyry consisting of light gray aphanitic
groundmasa with phenocrysts of feldspar
and quartz; K-Ar age of 176 my(Pelka,1973)

0
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Granite - Includes twa phases; Il porphyritic
quartz monzonite and 2) leucacratlc quartz
monzonite; K-Ar age of 66 my (Pelka,1973)
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similar to the Paleozoic rocks exposed in Palen
Pass. This would indicate that the Palen Formation
is post-Paleozoic in age, an inference favored
here, Therefore, the age of the Palen Formation is
considered to be post-Paleozoic and pre-175 m.y.b.p.

Upper member - tan, vitreous feldspathlc to
quartzose arenite; prominent high-angie
trough crossbeds
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The Palen Pass thrust fault is the dominant
structural feature in the area (Fig. 3). It
strikes approximately east-west and dips from 20
to 40 degrees to the north. Along the western
end of the thrust, in both plates, the rocks are
extremely fractured and lack stratification. This
brecciation zone extends across the entire Palen
Pass area, separating gypsiferous schists in the
upper plate from chloritically-altered metasandstones in the lower plate. Along the eastern end
of the thrust fault highly-deformed limestones of
presumed Kaibab Limestone affinity are clearly
resting atop inverted patches of the middle and
upper members of the Palen Formation. The eastwest trending ridge that extends westerly from the
mass of porphyritic rhyodacite (just south of BM
1472 in Palen Pass) is the topographic expression
of imbricate fault splays of the thrust. Within
the imbricated slices, upper and lower-plate strata
are strongly cleaved parallel to the thrust fault.

Lower member-medium to olive green IIthofeldspathlc arenite; consist of angular pIag
laclase feldspar In matrix of epldate,chklr-

it. and green biotite
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Kalbab Limestone and unnamed gypliferoul
schists (possibly Melozoic)
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Fold axes of the major folds in the lower plate
plunge to the northwest and have an average axial
trend of N57W; axial planes have an average strike
of N71W and dip of 42N (Fig. 4). The axes of all
folds are sinuous and commonly truncated by strikeslip faults that strike approximately normal to the
fold axes. The offset continuations of these folds
are not present across these faults. This fact and
the areal pattern indicate that the strike-slip
faults separate the area into discrete structural
blocks in which shortening as expressed by the
folds has occurred independantly of the adjoining
blocks.
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Figure 3 - Map explanation.

Axial-planar cleavage is ubiquitous and penetrative on all scales. Detailed examination of the
cleavage planes reveals that movement along them
has produced much of the fold form. This movement
reaches a maximum where reverse faults occur. The
trends of the reverse faults parallel axes of the
major folds. These faults dip uniformly to the
north and are commonly terminated by the strikeslip faults that truncate the major folds.

Arizona and into northern Sonora, Mexico. Uraniumlead isotopic ages for these rocks range from 170
to 194 m.y.b.p., suggesting that the development
of the magmatic arc occurred primarily in the
Early Jurassic. Additionally, the bedding characteristics of the upper member and its relative
chronological position (pre-175 m.y.b.p.) suggest
a tentative correlation of these sands with the
Lower Jurassic (Peterson and Pipiringos, 1979)
Aztec Sandstone. The middle and lowermost members
of the Palen Formation possess less distinctive
lithologic Characteristics than the uppermost
member and therefore provide little regional
chronostratigraphic information. It may be that
the clasts of quartzite and carbonate in the
middle member were derived from a cratonal sequence

The structural features of the upper plate
strata (Demaree, 1981) are similar to those of the
lower plate (south-vergent, tight to isoclinal,
west-northwest plunging folds). Additionally, the
orientation and style of folding displayed by the
Paleozoic rocks in Palen Pass is identical to that
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Figure 4 - Equal-area, lower hemisphere plot showing orientation of
fold axes (FA) and axial planes (AP) for major folds in the Palen
Formation. All data points plot in one quadrant because the folds
are isoclinal.
seen in the Little and Big Maria Mountains to the
east (Emerson, 1981; Ellis 1981). In the Big
Maria Mountains these folds were syntectonically
intruded by a porphyritic granodiorite that has
been dated at about 90-100 m.y. (Rb-Sr, Ellis and
others, 1981). A possible correlative diorite is
present within the Palen Pass area that has a
foliation that is subparallel to the thrust fault.
The folds in the Big Maria Mountains that are
similar to those in Palen Pass are cut by pegmatites that have been dated at 90 m.y. (Rb-Sr;
D. Krummenacher, personal communication, 1981).
If folding in the Palen Pass area was simultaneous
with thrust faulting it would be appropriate to
place an early Late Cretaceous age to this deformation.

in the Little Maria Mountains east of Palen Pass.
East of the Soda Mountains the Moenkopi Formation
is overlain by sandstones and conglomerates of the
Upper Triassic Shinarump and Chinle Formations and
to the west by volcanic flows, conglomerates and
volcaniclastics of the Soda Mountains Formation,
or its suggested equivalent, the informally named
lower volcanic unit in the Mojave Desert (Grose,
1959; Novitsky-Evans, 1978). Both the Soda
Mountains Formation and the lower volcanic unit
occupy a stratigraphic position above the Lowel'
Triassic Moenkopi Formation and below the Lower
Jurassic Aztec Sandstone. This relation suggests
that the volcanic sequences may be Middle to Late
Traissic in age. The prevalence of volcanic strata
west of the Soda Mountains implies that arc
volcanism was active in this region during the
latter part of the Triassic.

DISCUSSION
The stratigraphic position and paleogeographic
significance of the Palen Formation must be derived
from regional stratigraphic and temporal associations. Sedimentation in the region of southeastern
California and western Arizona during the early
Mesozoic is represented by limestones, shales and
siltstones of the Lower Triassic Moenkopi Formation,
which crop out in the Soda Mountains (Grose, 1959),
Old Dad Mountains (Dunne, 1972 in Novitsky-Evans,
1978, p. 31) in the Mojave Desert, and also possibly

Late Triassic to Early Jurassic volcanism may
not have developed synchronously along the axis of
the arc. Therefore, sedimentation in the Palen
Mountains area may have occurred at the same time
that volcanism was active in the region of the
Mojave Desert. Thus, the lower member of the Palen
Formation may represent the erosion of volcanic
rocks similar to the Soda Mountains Formation and
the lower volcanic unit. The lack of volcanic
material in the middle and upper members of the
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Palen Formation suggests that arc activity was
variable in space and time during the Early Jurassic
in southeastern California and western Arizona.
Quartz sandstones interbedded with Jurassic
volcanic rocks are found in both the Mojave Desert
and to the southeast in the Santa Rita Mountains of
south-central Arizona (Miller and Carr, 1978;
Bilodeau and Keith, 1981). The close spatial
association of the upper member quartzose arenite
of the Palen Formation with the porphyritic
rhyodacite provides a link between these localities.
Additionally, this relationship of sandstones and
interbedded volcanic rocks is consistent with the
interpretation of Bilodeau and Keith (1981) that
large dune fields existed on the craton behind the
Jurassic arc and that a mixing of these different
rock types occurred along their common boundary.
In summary, the Palen Formation probably
represents sedimentation within a shallow basin
that shoaled through time. Litholigic contrasts
and bedding characteristics in these unfossiliferous strata suggest that the depositional environments for these sediments were unique, although
successive to one another without major depositional
hiatus. Deposition of the entire Palen Formation
occurred synchronously with and prior to the
earliest development of the Jurassic arc terrane
in southeastern California. The compositional
variation of the Palen Formation on the local scale
and the temporal disparities in volcanism between
this area and Mojave Desert region suggest that
the development of the Jurassic arc was intermittent
in time and space. The association of quartz sandstones and silicic volcanic rocks in the Palen
Mountains provides a link between similar associations to the northwest in the Mojave Desert and
to the southeast in southcentral Arizona.
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SYNOROGENIC EVOLUTION OF TIlE COPPER BASIN FOmlATION IN TIlE
EASTERN HllIPPLE HOUNTAINS, SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Derrick B. Teel and Eric G. Frost
Department of Geological Sciences
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

AB~;TRACT

TECTONIC SETTING

The Copper Basin Formation in the eastern
Hhipple Hountains of southeastern California
provides a synorogenic record of the :liocene
tectonic developwent of that region. Development of
the h'hipple Hountain antifonls and normal faults
associated with the regional detachment fault
resulted in the establishment of relatively high
sediment-source terranes and numerous linear depositional basins during Miocene time. The Copper Basin
Formation is composed of bedded mudstone, arkosic
sandstone, and paraconglomerate that likely reflect
the deposition of a progradational alluvial-fan
sequence during the Hiocene. Flow-regime related
bedforms are uncommon, nevertheless, scarce paleocurrent indicators suggest a sediment transport
direction consistent with the trend of suspected
depositional troughs (nortlmest-southeast).
Although a thorough, detailed examination of the
unit is incomplete at present, preliminary field
investigations and petrographic examination suggest
a mixed plutonic-volcanic source terrane for the
Copper Basin sediments.

The Copper Basin Formation in the lfuipple
Nountains is broken into a series of irregular,
elongate blocks by high-angle northwest-striking
normal faults (Figures 1, 4c) associated with the
regional detachment faulting (Davis and others, 1977,
1979, 1980). It is this episode of normal faulting
that is partially responsible for the development of
relative highlands (source terranes) and 10ldands
(depositional basins) that allo",ed for the establishment of an alluvial-fan sedimentation regime during
Niocene time (Figures 4b, c). Normal faulting that
occurred simultaneously with the developing lfuipple
antiforms (Frost, 1981; Frost and others, 1981)
resulted in the development of numerous sub-parallel
sediment-catchment troughs. Continued periodic
movement of the faults and progressive uplift during
Hiocene time stimulated fan progradation and burial
of fine, distal deposits by coarser, proximal
detritus.
The Copper Basin Formation as exposed in Copper
Basin, is a spectacular array of hematite-stained,
fine mudstone, coarse arkosic sandstone, and paraconglomerate approaching nearly 600 meters in total
thickness and dipping uniformly to the south",est
(Figure 5) at an average of 40 0 (Kemnitzer, 1937;
Davis and others, 1979, 1980). Along strike ",ithin
the same and adjacent fault blocks, the clastic
rocks of the Copper Basin Formation intertongue
Ivith andesitic volcanic flo",s and agglomerate (Davis
and others, 1979, 1980). In the Hhipple Hash area
north of Copper Basin, the formation consists
predominantly of these volcanic units as it does in
the Ivestern lfuipples. The Copper Basin Formation,
therefore, can be dated fairly ",ell using these
interlayered volcanic rocks (Davis and others, 1979,
1980, this volume; Hartin and others, 1980).

INTlWDUCTION
A significant aspect of Cenozoic tectonic
activity in southeastern California and western
Arizona has been the development of a major,
regional low-angle normal fault, or detachment fault,
during mid-Tertiary time. This detachment fault and
associated upper-crustal folding both appear to
reflect regional crustal extension that occurred
during passage of the mid-Tertiary arc through this
area. Because detachment faulting and upper-crustal
folding appear to have occurred over at least a
ten-million year period (~23 to -13 m.y.B.P.), their
development is recorded by the stratigraphic record
that accumulated during this time interval. By
looking at this stratigraphic tape recording, the
development of detachment-related deformation and
sedimentation can be interrelated and collectively
deciphered (Frost, 1979, 1981, 1982).

The Copper Basin section unconformably overlies
the late Oligocene to early Hiocene Gene Canyon
Formation in some areas (Figure 6). The Gene Canyon
Formation represents playa and fanglomerate-debris
flow deposition prior to and during early developmental stages of the Ifhipple anti forms (Figure 4a, b)
and normal faults (Davis and others, 1979, 1980;
Frost, 1979, 1981). The Gene Canyon sediments and
volcanic rocks are exposed only in the major
synforms ",ithin the Ifhipple Hountains region. From
the orientation of bedding within the Gene Canyon
Formation, it appears that this restricted exposure
to the synforms is due both to the preservation of
the unit lvithin the structural troughs and control
of the sedimentation by the same troughs. Deformation of the Copper Basin Formation across the rising
antiforms and synforms, thus preserved the Gene
Canyon Formation in the synforms, ",ith the Copper
Basin Formation directly overlying upper-plate
crystalline rocks across the intervening antiforms
(Figure 7). Subsequent folding of the Copper Basin
Formation has also resulted in its preservation in

In southeastern California the Copper Basin
Formation in the eastern Hhipple Hountains contains
an excellent synorogenic record of the Hiocene
tectonic development of this region. The stratigraphy, depositional environments, paleocurrent
directions, petrography, and history of the formation are directly related to the tectonics of the
lfui pp Ie Houn tains area.
The locality under examination is situated due
north of Parker, Arizona, on the California side of
the Colorado River in the lfuipple Hountains. Access
to Copper Basin and surrounding regions is provided
by roads controlled by the !letropolitan Hater
District of Southern California (Figures 1, 2 and 3).
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Figure 1. Geologic map of the central and eastern Whipple 11ountains, San Bernardino County, California.
Note the position of the antiformal highs and adjacent synformal lows. Hodified from Davis and others (1980).
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Figure 2. Landsat image of the same area as Figure 1, showing the detachment fault separating dark, upperplate rocks from light, lower-plate rocks. The antiformal-synformal geometry of the range is clearly visible.

Figure 3. View to the ,.,est across the eastern \Jhipple Hountains shm.,ing the lithologic contacts between
the Copper Basin Formation (Tcb), Gene Canyon Formation (Tgc), and the upper-plate crystalline rocks (upxln)
of the area.
Note the linear configuration of the consecutive topographic ridges, formed by repetition of the
same sequence. Town of Parker Darn, California, is in foreground.

the synformal troughs within the \Jhipple terrane
(Frost, 1981).

In the Gene Block, hm.,ever, the cyclic repetition of bedding is less well developed.
Siltstone
and mudstone laminae tend to occur more randomly,
conglomerate beds are fewer in number, thinner on
the average, and the mean clast sizes appear
smaller. Coarse arkosic sandstone is the most
abundant sediment type.

STRATIFICATION AND SEDHlENTARY STRUCTURES
The depositional sequence of the Copper Basin
Formation exhibits a coarsening upward, cyclic
development that may be considered diagnostic of a
prograding alluvial-fan sequence (Steel and Hilson,
1975). The depositional sequence initially begins
,.,ith fine-grained siltstone or mudstone laminae
generally a centimeter or so in thickness. These
laminae often display desiccation cracks suggesting
deposition in a subaerial, arid to semi-arid
environment. The mudstone laminae are in turn overlain by coarse, poorly sorted arkosic sandstones,
approximately 20 to 30 centimeters in thickness. A
non-erosive contact between these two layers is
indicated by the preservation of upturned desiccated
mud flakes in many places. The sandstones are
generally conformably overlain by COarse paraconglomerates ranging from less than a meter to several
meters in thickness.

Despite occasional occurrences of sedimentary
structures, a general lack of flow-regime related
bedforms is apparent. This feature likely indicates
viscous transport of material by sediment gravity
flm.,s (debris flm.,s) belm., the flm., regime levels
(Harms and Fahnestock, 1965). Likewise, clasts
within the conglomeratic units show no preferential
orientation or imbrication (Figure 9).
Sedimentary structures that have been recognized
include poorly defined current ripples and associated
ripple cross-lamination, load features, tractive
structures, and scour troughs ,.,ith associated lag
gravels. Paleocurrent indicators, although scarce,
indicate a generally south to southeast (S65°E-S45°W)
transport direction, which is reasonably consistent
with the axes of the inferred depositional troughs.

Although variations in this sedimentation regime
are observable this cyclic repetition of siltstone,
sandstone, and conglomerate is remarkably consistent,
occurring every meter or so throughout the section
in Copper Basin (Figure 8).

PETROGRAPHY
Texture
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Figure 4. Interpretive paleogeographic reconstruction of the l1hipple Hountains region from
late Oligocene through Hiocene time.
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A.

Late Oligocene pre-deformational stage of the l1hipple tlountains area prior to (?) the
major development of the anti forms and normal faults.

Playa Lake Deposifs
and

B.

Early formational stage of the !Vhipple Hountains region during late Oligoceneearly Hiocene time. Tectonic highs and lows created by the concomitantdevelopment
of antiforms and normal faults established an alluvial-fan sedimentation regime
during this period of time.
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Whipple Mountains region during Miocene time. Continued faulting, antiformal uplift and
erosion have generated maximum relief, producing alluvial-fan progradation. The resulting
sediments (Tcb) are deposited in fault-bounded, catchment troughs.

Figure 5. Photographs showing the evenly bedded and uniformly dipping
nature of the Copper Basin rocks.
A) View to the southeast across Copper
Basin Reservoir. Copper Basin rocks on far side of the reservoir.
B) Aerial
view to the south across part of Copper Basin Reservoir. Copper Basin rocks
dip to the west at approximately 40°.

Sorting is poor in the Copper Basin Rocks. The
comglomerates of the unit (Figure 9) are primarily
matrix-supported conglomerates (paraconglomerates).

Host of the Copper Basin Formation consists of
clastic sedimentary rocks. Rock types range from
coarse conglomerate to mudstone with gradational
intermediate sizes.
Sandstone is the most abundant
rock type composing from 50 to 60 percent of the
formation.
Congomerate and fine-grained sediment
are less abundant and constitute approximately
subequal parts of the remaining unit. Although
fine-grained rocks are abundant, fissility is poor
and shale is nearly absent.

Clast sizes range from several centimeters to
boulders greater than a meter in diameter.
The Copper Basin sandstones are poorly sorted
also. Authigenic cements constitute between 10 and
20 percent of the sandstones with the interstitial
matrix material often partially replaced by carbonat~
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Figure 6. Angular unconformity between Gene Canyon Formation (Tgc) and
overlying Copper Basin Formation (Tcb) in the southeastern \fuipple tlountains
in Gene Canyon, just northwest of Parker Dam.

Vigure 7. View to the northwest of Copper Basin showing the nonconformable contact between upper-plate crystalline rocks (upxln) and overlying Copper
Basin volcanic rocks (Tcbv).
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Figure 8. Photographs showing bedded nature of Copper Basin sediments.
Note cavities left by preferentially weathered andesitic volcanic clasts.
A) Bedded nature of the Copper Basin sediments. Note the layering of the
mudstone, sandstone, and conglomerate. B) Lensoidal character of conglomerate beds in the Copper Basin Formation.
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Figure 9. Paraconglomerate of the Copper Basin Formation.
orientation of the clasts.

Note the random

authigenic hematite cement is likely to be a
result of diagenetic alteration of matrix materials
in the sediments and imparts a classic redbed pigmentation on nearly all of the Copper Basin rocks.

The fine-grained rocks include primarily
poorly sorted sandy mudstone, mudstone, and siltstone. Although these rocks lack fissility they are
generally deposited in discreet laminae a centimeter
or so in thickness and, in places, display softsediment load features such as flame structures.

Provenance
One of the fundamental factors controlling the
nature of clastic sedimentary rock unit is the
composition of the source material from which the
sediment is derived. Optical characteristics of
quartz grains, relative abundance of feldspars and
rock fragments can be used to infer sediment sources.

Composition
The composition of frame,,'ork constituents is
described according to the sandstone classification
of Folk (1974). The sandstones of the Copper Basin
Formation are coarse to fine-grained arkoses to
mixed plutonic (metamorphic) - volcanic lithic
arkoses. They are mineralogically and texturally
immature sediments. The sandstones contain between
10 and 20 percent matrix material and the framework
grains are angular. The fine-grained rocks of the
formation are compositionally very similar to the
sandstones. Both contain high percentages of
potassium feldspar and plagioclase (40-50%), a
subequal amount of quartz (40-50%), and a mixed
varietv of plutonic and metamorphic rock fragments
(10-20%) .

In thin section, the Copper Basin Formation
sediments contain both alkali and plagioclase
feldspars, with orthoclase, microcline and albite
being especially abundant.
Quartz occurs primarily
as single or composite grains exhibiting slight to
strongly undulose extinction under crossed nicols.
Plutonic (metamorphic and igneous) and volcanicrock fragments are identifiable, as well. This
information considered in conjunction with paleocurrent data, conglomerate clast species, and the
textural and mineralogical immaturity of the
sediments suggests that the clastic rocks of the
Copper Basin Formation can best be characterized as
tectonically generated sediments reflecting the
continuous uplift and erosion of the lfuipple antiforms and the sporadic movement of associated
normal faults during Miocene time. Rugged topography was initiated and maintained by this tectonic
episode and was consequently incised into by
vigorous streams giving rise to rapid erosion on
steep slopes. Large volumes of immature sediments
were then transported and deposited as thick
sections in numerous, fault-bounded, sedimentcatchment troughs (Figure 4c).

The conglomerates of the Copper Basin Formation
contain at least three identifiable clast population~
upper-plate crystalline rocks, lower-plate mylonitic
clasts, and vesicular andesitic fragments (Davis
and others, 1979, 1980). The crystalline clasts
are generally well rounded, probably indicating
multicyclicity (Figure 9). Contrastingly, vesicular
andesitic fragments show preferential weathering
due to relative chemical instability (Figure 8).
Authigenic carbonate and hematite cements
generally compose between 10 and 20 percent of the
Copper Basin sediments. The authigenic carbonate is
probably calcite that has replaced some of the
matrix material and is actively replacing many of
the detrital feldspar and quartz grains. Vuggy
calcite stringers are also observable. The

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Copper Basin Formation of the eastern
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\fuipple llountains reflects significant tectonic
events in that area during liiocene time. The
internal stratigraphy of the unit represents a
coarsening upHard cyclic sedir,lentary sequence that
is probably indicative of a prograding alluvial fan.
This alluvial fan appears to have developed in
response to the rise of the antiformal folds in the
\fuipple liountains region. Progressive development
of these folds provided both the source area and
catchment basins for the unit. Coeval offset
along normal faults associated Hith the regional
detachment fault further complicated the basin
morphology and resulted in a groHth fault type
character of Tertiary sedimentation and tectonics.
The result of this concomitant normal faulting and
sedimentation ,vas the grmoith of a thick alluvialfan sequence that is tilted and extended. Thick
sequences of tilted redbed and volcanic rocks appear
to be a signature of mid-Tertiary detachment
faulting and related crustal folding. The presence
of such stratigraphic and deforraational indicators
may provide a pOHerful clue for determining the
overall extent of detachment-related deformation
and ultimately its cause. The genetic relationship
betHeen sedimentation and extensional tectonics
may also prove to be a pm,erful tool for deciphering
the basin history of terranes containing hydrocarbon
accumulations.
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ABSTRACT

Hurst (1978, 1979, in press) based on the similarities
between the Conejo volcanic suite (Santa Monica Mountains and Santa Cruz Island) and mid-ocean ridge basalts.
The conejo-Sa§7a Cggz Island volcanic suites
exhibit low initial
Sri Sr ratios (0.702530.70372; 20 samples average = 0.70306 + 0.00011), low
K 0, high Ti0 and FeO/MgO ratios high"E;"r than those
2
2
expected in island arc suites.
These data, along with
the observed geologic and petrologic data. were interpreted as indicating the direct influence of the
East Pacific Rise on the chemical evolution of these
volcanic suites.
This work presents a summary of the
petrochemical data from the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island
and Catalina Island volcanic sUites as well as the
significance of these suites to the tectonic evolution
of the Borderland.

Volcanic rocks of the southern California Borderland are believed to be genetically related to the interaction of the East Pacific Rise with the North
American Plate in mid-Miocene time.
Three specific
volcanic suites have been studied from the Santa Monica Mountains (Conejo volcanic suite), Santa Cruz Island (Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite), and Catalina
Island (Catalina Island volcanic suite) in order to
assess the nature and extent of these interactions on
the chemical characteristics of these rocks.
The
crystallization histories of the Conejo and Santa
Cruz Island volcanic suites are similar to each other
and to the observed fractionation products of tholeiitic suites.
Both suites have low values of K 0,
2
high values of Ti0 and low initial Sr isotopic compo2
sitions suggesting mid-ocean ridge affinities for
these two suites.
A moderate amount of iron-enrichment is also characteristic of these suites.
The
Catalina Island volcanic suite differs from the
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suites in that its
crystallization history resembles that of calc-alkalic
island arc rocks with no observed iron-enrichment.
The Catalina volcanic suite resembles the other suites
in its low values of K 0 and higher values of TiO?
2
relative to those expected in island arc rocks.
A
model is proposed in which a dilational environment
in the proximity of ridge-trench-transform triple
junction results in partial melting of the mantle
as the trenchward flank of the mid-ocean ridge is subducted.
The seaward flank moves in episodic spurts
toward the trench resulting in a temporary capping of
the magma chamber below which results in fractional
crystallization and more siliceous differentiation
products than normally observed at a ridge.
The
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suites are suggested
to have erupted through oceanic crust while Catalina
Island may represent a piece of the North American
Plate affected by this triple junction volcanogenic

THE CONEJO AND SANTA CRUZ ISLAND VOLCANIC SUITES
General Geology
The Conejo and Santa Cruz Island volcanic suites
vary in composition from basalt to rhyolite.
The
predominant compositions range from basalt to dacite,
with the occurrence of rhyolite being minor «~ 5%).
Both suites contain massive basalt and andesite flows,
hyaloclastite, tuff, dacite domes and volcaniclastics
(pyroclastics and epiclastics).
Pillow lavas occur
in the lower to middle members of the Conejo volcanic
suite but are absent in the upper member of this suite
indicating an early subaqueous eruptive stage followed
by later subaerial eruptions (Williams, 1977). No
pillow lavas have been observed in the Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite. Some members of this suite
contain intercalated marine sediments indicating a
marine influence during portions of the eruptive history of this suite (Crowe and others, 1976; Hurst,
unpublished) .

zone.

The tectonic evolution of both volcanic suites
is also similar.
High angle normal faults are the
predominant type of fault in both areas. Major
folding events have not affected these suites which
suggests, along with the predominance of normal
faulting, that an extensional tectonic regime persisted throughout the eruption of these volcanics.
Both suites are northward dipping homoclinal sequences.

INTRODUCTION
The southern California Borderland retains a
petrologic-geochemical record of the interaction of
a ridge-trench-transform triple junction, the Riviera
triple junction, with the western continental margin
of the North American Plate.
The implications of
this interaction were discussed by Atwater (1970) with
regard to the tectonic evolution of western North
America.
Later studies focussed on specific facets
of this evolution such as microplate rotation (Kamerling and Luyendyk,
1979), basin formation (Crowell,
1976) and the geometry of lithospheric plate subduction (Dickinson and Snyder, 1980). However, few
investigations were directed toward an understanding
of the associated volcanism and its relation to the
transition from a subduction complex to a mid-ocean
ridge-subduction interaction.
Available interpretations of the volcanic suites suggested the volcanic
rocks of the southern California Borderland were
solely related to subduction-related magmatism in an
island arc environment (Higgins, 1976; Crowe and
others, 1976). This interpretation was questioned by

Petrology
The summaries of the petrology which follow are
taken from Hurst (in press; Conejo volcanic suite),
Hurst and Hume (1982, in preparation; Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite) and Crowe and others (1976;
Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite).
Conejo Volcanic Suite
The predominant rock types are cumulophyric
basalt to tholeiitic andesite with most textures
being intersertal to hyalopilitic.
Plagioclase,
augite and hypersthene are the most common phenocrysts
observed with plagioclase being the most abundant and
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olivine - clinopyroxene - plagioclase orthopyroxene
Middle Section (clinopyroxene + plagioclase) - orthopyroxene
- pigeonite
or
plagioclase - clinopyroxene
or
plagioclase - (clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene)
Upper Section plagioclase - (clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene)
- pigeonite
or
(clinopyroxene + orthopyroxene + plagioclase)
- pigeonite

hypersthene the least abundant.
Olivine is rare and
i8 restricted to the lower portions of the volcanic
section.
It is often observed as a corroded remnant
in altered hypersthene grains or less frequently as
individual grains.
Pigeonite has been observed rimming orthopyroxene but is very rare.
Iron-titanium
oxides are never more than 3% of the modal composition of the basaltic rocks.
The iron titanium oxides
are restricted to the lower portions of the sections,
crystallizing after the major phases.
The crystallization order fluctuates throughout the section as follows (parentheses indicate
simultaneous crystallization):
Lower Section (olivine + plagioclase + clinopyroxene) orthopyroxene

The observed crystallization sequence is complex
yet is similar to that observed in the Conejo volcanic

Middle Section (clinopyroxene + plagioclase) orthopyroxene - pigeonite

suite and in tholeiitic fractionation products.
The
three pyroxene assemblage reported by Crowe and
others (1976) is a distinguishing characteristic of
the Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite and the Catalina
Island volcanic suite to be discussed later in this
work.
Although pigeonite occurs in small quantities
(1-2%) it persists throughout the Santa Cruz Island
volcanic sequence, a trait which is not characteristic of the Conejo volcanic suite Hith which it has
been correlated (Nolfand Nolf, 1969: Hurst, in press).
Plagioclase compositions in the Santa Cruz suite
range from An45 to An65 and are therefore similar
to the Conejo volcanic suite.
It should be noted
that the present comparison is based on microprobe
data (Conejo volcanic suite) and optical data
(Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite).
Plagioclase
Has not observed to be extremely zoned in this study
whereas Crowe and others (1976) reported zoned
plagioclase ranging in composition from An65 to An35'
More extensive sampling may resolve this present dispari ty.
Amphibole is observed in some dacite rlOl's
in this suite, a feature similar to that observed in
the Conejo volcanic rocks.

Upper Section (augite + plagioclase) - orthopyroxene
folloHed by
plagioclase - orthopyroxene
The observed crystallization sequence is common
to the fractionation products of tholeiitic basalts.
However the moderate iron-enrichment in this suite
(Hurst, in press) does not favor the crystallization
of significant amounts of pigeonite relative to orthopyroxene as observed in classic tholeiitic fractionation trends (e.g. Skaergaard).
Another factor which
must be considered is the probable mixing of more
primitive, i.e. magnesian, magma with the Conejo
volcanic suite differentiation products suggested
by reverse and oscillatory zoning observed in
clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene in this suite.
Reverse zoning in plagioclase also suggests the
introduction of more calcic magma over the course
of the eruption of this suite.
As an example, one
plagioclase phenocryst in the lower lavas has a core
composition of An 6 which abruptly changes,to An
75
in the intermedia~e zones and malntalns thls composition through the rim.
The absence of hydrous
phases precludes a significant change in liquidus
temperatures as a result of variations in P H20 .
Minor Amphibole « 1%) does occur in late stage
dacite domes where miarolitic cavities are observed.

CATALINA ISLAND VOLCANIC SUITE
General Geology
The data reported in the following sections is
summarized from Wood (1982) and Hurst (unpublished).
The volcanic rocks of Santa Catalina Island
range in composition from basalt to rhyolite with
the compositional range basalt to dacite predominant.
Basalt to dacite lavas flOl-IS, volcaniclastic breccias,
tuff, epiclastic breccias, hyaloclastite and dacite
domes occur in the volcanic section.
Evidence from
intercalated sediments indicate a marine influence
during the eruption of the Catalina Island volcanic
suite as well as a subaerial component as suggested
by the eruption of air-fall tuff.

Santa Cruz Island Volcanic Suite
The volcanic rocks of Santa Cruz Island are
hypocrystalline, glomeroporphyritic basalt to
dacite.
Rhyolite occurs but is a minor component of the suite.
Plagioclase and augite are
the predominant phases Hith hypersthene and pigeonite
generally accounting for less than 3% of the modal
composition of the volcanic rocks studied.
However
hypersthene and pigeonite do occur throughout the entire Santa Cruz Island volcanic section.
Olivine has
not been observed but its' presence is inferred by
iddingsite pseudomorphs in the lower portion of the
volcanic section.
Iron titanium oxides are present
throughout the section but are observed to crystallize
after the major phases.
The modal amount of irontitanium oxides is generally less than 3% with
occasional increases to approsimately 6%.

High angle normal faults occur in the Catalina
volcanic section as in the aforementioned volcanic
suites.
The attitudes of lava flows vary considerably
in the area and may be controlled by block-faulting.
Extensional tectonism certainly seems to dominate the
structural evolution of the volcanic sections in the
Borderland.
Petrology
The Catalina Island volcanic suite is composed
primarily of intersertal to hyalopilitic basaltic
andesite to rhyolite with hypersthene andesite and
dacite predominating.
Olivine occurs as phenocrysts

The crystallization sequence of this volcanic
suite is as folloHs:
LOHer Section -
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This particular ratio tends to increase in all suites
during the eruption of dacite.
In general, however,
the increase in the FeO/MgO ratio is more pronounced
in the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite.

in basalt, andesite and occasionally in dacite.
Plagioclase is the dominant phenocryst followed by
hypersthene, augite, pigeonite and magnetite.
Magnetite is more abundant in the Catalina suite
(5-10% of the groundmass mode) than it is in the
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suite.
Magnetite also

These results are summarized in Figures 1 and
2 which are AFM plots for the Conejo-Santa Cruz
Island and Catalina Island volcanic suites respectively.
A moderate amount of iron-enrichment is
observed in the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic
suite whereas no iron-enrichment is observed in the
Catalina Island volcanic suite.
Two glasses analyzed
in the Conejo volcanic suite show a pronounced ironenrichment trend between tholeiitic liquids represented by tholeiitic glass (TG in Fig, 1) and latestage differentiation products represented by
rhyodacite glass (RDG in Fig. 1) in this suite.
The
dashed line in Fig. 1 represents the approximate
differentiation trend for the Conejo-Santa Cruz
Island volcanic suite.
The solid line is the line
of demarcation between tholeiitic and calc-alkalic
suites (Irvine and Baragar, 1971).

remained a liquidus phase throughout a major portion
of the crystallization history of the Catalina suite.
A three- pyroxene assemblage is observed in the basaltic andesite with pigeonite forming rims on hypersthene. Magnetite is not observed in the basaltic
andesite.
Hornblende occurs as a phenocryst in the
dacitic portions of the suite.
Stratigraphic controls on the volcanic suite on
Catalina Island are not clear due to the disruption
of the section by numerous high angle faults.
Hence
it is difficult to place the crystallization sequence
in a relative time frame.
The crystallization order
is as follows for the various litho~gic types:
Olivine basalt (olivine + magnetite) - plagioclase _
clinopyroxene
Basaltic andesite (olivine + plagioclase + orthopyroxene) _
clinopyroxene - pigeonite - magnetite
Andesite (olivine + magnetite) - plagioclase _
orthopyroxene - clinopyroxene
Dacite (quartz + hornblende + plagioclase) _
biotite - magnetite

The range in Mg# is relatively similar in all
three suites throughout the compositional range of
volcanic rock types observed.
In general, the Santa
Cruz Island volcanic suite has slightly lower values
than the other suites.
The range in the Mg # of
each suite is seen to increase in the andesitic rocks
and decrease as the siliceous volcanics erupt.
This
may be related to a similarity amoung the suites with
regard to their mode of generation involving the mixing of more primitive magmas with differentiation
product~ a process which will be discussed in the next
section.

The observed crystallization order is similar
to that of calc-alkalic island arc suites although
the early crystallization of magnetite and delayed
crystallization of plagioclase are not observed in
island arc suites.
Plagioclase compositions range
from An43 to An
.
Normal zoning is most common
63
although some reverse zoning is observed.
Abrupt
compositional variations are not observed in this
suite which distinguishes the Catalina suite from the
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite to the north.
The lack of iron-enrichment in the Catalina suite
contrasts to the moderate iron-enrichment observed in
the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite.
However the appearance of pigeonite as a liquidus phase
must have been associated with some iron-enrichment
during the crystallization of the basaltic andesite
where pigeonite is observed.

DISCUSSION
The observed petrogenetic characteristics of
the Borderland volcanic suites are suggestive of
mixed tholeiitic and calc-alkalic affinities.
Certain characteristics of all suites, such as their
low K2 0, high Ti0 2 and low initial Sr isotopic compositions (Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suites) suggest
a mid-ocean ridge source while the lack of a pronounced iron-enrichment and presence of amphibole argue
for an island arc source.
The differentiation trend of the Conejo-Santa
Cruz Island suite differs from that of the Catalina
Island suite in that amphibole and biotite fractionation influenced the course of crystallization in
the Catalina rocks.
Pronounced iron-enrichment is
not observed in the Catalina suite (Fig. 2 and Fig.
4) while moderate iron-enrichment is observed in the

COMPARATIVE GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE BORDERLAND
VOLCANIC SUITES
Table 1 is a compilation of geochemical data
from the Borderland volcanic suites.
The data
presented are those which have been found to be useful in associating a volcanic suite with a particular
tectonic regime.

Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suite
(Fig. 1 and Fig. 3).
Basalt through andesites of the Conejo-Santa Cruz
Island suite clusters about the mid-ocean ridge
basalt trend on a plot of FeO* versus FeO*/MgO
(Miyashiro, 1974) while the more siliceous rocks
diverge from this trend (Fig. 3).
The entire
Catalina volcanic suite is displaced to higher
values of FeO*/MgO relative to the mid-ocean ridge
trend yet these rocks continue to trend sub-parallel
to the mid-ocean ridge trend (Fig. 4).
An overall
similarity observed between the suites is the existence of two compositional groups, a high iron-low
*FeO/MgO group and a low iron-high *FeO/MgO group.
These groups are defined by an abrupt increase in
FeO*/MgO from
1 to 2.5-4 when FeO* equals 6%.
The value of FeO*/MgO then decreases gradually with
FeO*.
This trait could be related to the disappearance of pigeonite after the crystallization of the
basaltic andesites.

All of the southern California Borderland volcanic suites are similar in thcir low K
and high
Ti0 2 ,contents over a wide range of sili~a cone entratlons.
Santa Cruz Island tends to have very high
Ti0 2 concentrations relative to the other suites while
the ConeJo volcanic suite contains the lowest values

°

of K 0 of all three suites.
The Catalina Island
2
volcanic suite tends to have higher values of K 0
2
as the rocks become more siliceous.
FeO/MgO ratios tend to be lower in the Conejo
and Catalina Island suites in the basalt to andesite
range when compared to the Santa Cruz Island suite.
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The Borderland volcanic suites are also similar
in that their Feo*/MgO - TiO Z systematics are associated with mid-ocean ridge basalts in the basalt
through andesite compositional range (Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6; after Classley, 1974). Dacite and rhyolite
tend to cluster in the island arc tholeiite field
yet do not follow the classic Cascade trend (Fig.
6). However the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suite
differs from the Catalina Island suite in that
early clinopyroxene fractionation from the ConejoSanta Cruz Island suite followed by plagioclase
accumulation in the later silicic differentiates
can explain the observed fractionation trend of
the former suite (Fig. 5). At present, the Catalina
Island trend requires more information to asses its
detailed fractionation history (Fig. 6). It is also
of interest to note the extreme iron enrichment seen
in a number of the siliceous Santa Cruz Island volcanic rocks. Also note how the removal of clinopyroxene drives the "liquid" composition toward the
composition of a tholeiitic glass (TC in Fig. 5)
present in the lavas of the middle section of the
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite. Unfortunately glass is rare and therefore the liquid line of
descent must be approximated by the whole rock
compositions.

Basalt

The geochemical and petrologic data presented
suggest that there are similarities among the
Borderland volcanic suites which require similar
petrotectonic evolution yet there are differences.
The Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suite is more tholeiitic in character than the Catalina Island suite
based on the former sUite's lower Sr isotopic compositions, moderate iron-enrichment, lower KzO and
higher TiO Z ' The spatial association of Catalina
Island with the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic
suite cannot be supported based on our work to
date. We do feel that Catalina may have been in the
same geologic environment but it should not be
tectonically associated with the Santa Monica
Mountains Microplate (Kamerling and Luyendyk, 1979).
PETROTECTONIC MODELS
Conejo-Santa Cruz Island Volcanic SUites
Numerous models have been proposed to explain
the volcano-tectonic evolution of the California
Borderland. These include island arc volcanism (Crowe
and others, 1976: Weigand and Anderson 1979),
eduction (Dixon and Farrar, 1980), diapiric upwelling
of the asthenosphere (Dickinson and Snyder, 1980) and

Basaltic Andesite

Andesite

Dacite

Rhyolite

Conejo Volcanic Suite
K 0
2

Ti0

2

FeO/HgO

0.27-0.61

0.29-0.55

0.59-1. 07

0.59-1. 79

0.82

1. 40-2 .10

1. 02-1. 60

0.88-1.27

0.53-1. 28

0.37

0.86-1.57

1.04-1.72

0.71-2.60

0.37-14.2

2.27

0.11-0.49

0.44

87 Sr /S6 Sr
Hgli

0.70294-0.70372
0.53-0.67

0.51-0.63

0.40-0.70

Santa Cruz Island Volcanic Suite

Ti0

2

FeO/HgO

0.42-1. 00

0.42-1.17

0.47-1.79

1. 09-1. 76

1. 37

2.33-2.53

1.15-2.54

1.11-2.36

0.93-2.21

0.96

1.76-2.20

1.15-2.26

1.15-4.17

2.43-40.5

18.3

0.19-0.42

0.09

87 Sr /86 Sr
Hgil

0.70253-0.70313
0.45-0.50

0.45-0.61

0.30-0.61

Catalina Island Volcanic Suite
K 0
2

Ti0

2

FeO/HgO

0.45-0.64

0.57-1.03

0.92-1.16

0.70-1.83 2.32-6.96

1.20-1.26

0.88-1.34

0.93-1.27

0.86-1.31 0.05-0.31

1.08-1.23

0.96-1.54

1.22-2.68

1.42-4.28 2.01-3.30

87 sr /86 Sr
Hgil
Tab Ie 1.

0.70400-0.70420
0.59-0.62

0.54-0.65

0.40-0.59

0.29-0.56 0.35-0.47

Comparative geochemistry of the southern California Borderland .
Volcanic Suites (Data from Hurst 1978, 1979, in press; Wood, 1982:
Crowe and others, 1976; Blackerby, 1965)
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modified ridge volcanism (Hurst, 1978; 1982, in press).
These models, with the exception of island arc
volcanism, require a direct magmatic imput from the
mantle rather than a recycling mechanism and an extensional environment in the Borderland during volcanogenesis.

The trenchward flank of the ridge may be partially
subducted or spread into the trench while the seaward
flank spreads episodically as it attempts to avoid
subduction. This results in a temporary capping of
the magma chamber below allowing differentiation.
This process is coupled with the sporadic crystallization of magnetite as f 02 changes as a function of
the relative influx of primitive magma or 02 from
the surrounding environment. The effect of these
processes is to produce a differentiated suite with
variations in the degree of iron-enrichment. Episodic emplacement of more primitive magma further
modifies the evolution of the suite by the mixing of
primitive and differentiated magmas as suggested by
the mineral chemistries.

The results of this work support a model which
requires the presence of a ridge-related source (low
87S r /86Sr , low K2 0, high Ti0 2 ). The source chemistry
is then modified, perhaps by combined partial melting
and fractional crystallization, to produce a tholeiiti~ suite with suppressed iron-enrichment and volatile
enrichment in the silicic differentiates, allowing
hornblende to crystallize. These characteristics are
not observed in normal mid-ocean ridge volcanism but
are observed in plutonic rocks associated with ridge
volcanics in ophiolites (Hopson, personal communication). We believe the constant influx of primitive
magma observed in normal ridges was suppressed as the
East Pacific Rise interacted with the subduction zone.

We suggest that the ridge-trench-transform
interactions in the southern Borderland resulted in
local mantle-ridge fusion in the extensional environment associated with the Riviera Triple Junction.
As the triple junction migrated to the south, so too

F

•

Conejo
Sui te

Vol conic

o

Santa Cruz Island
Volcanic Suite

•
A

M
Figure 1.

AFM plot of the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island volcanic suite. The
solid line denotes the tholeiitic (Th) .. calc-alkalic (CA)
division of Irvine and Baragar (1971). Data from Hurst (un~
published), Crowe and others (1976) and Blackerby (1965).
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did the volcanogenic zone resulting in the cessation
of volcanism to the north.
This process is termed
zipper tectonics (Hurst, in press) since magmatism
ceases as the Riviera Triple Junction zips up the
magmatic source in the north as it migrates to the
south.
It is difficult to envision the subduction
of the entire ridge as suggested by Dixon and Farrar
(1980) due to the problems associated with the sub-

present.
Wood (1982) suggests that this volcanic
suite may be related to either a mid-ocean ridge
source which fractionated amphibole at depth due
to high P H20 and P02 or an island arc source.
Problems arise due to the uncertainty of Catalina
Island's position relative to the other Borderland
volcanic suites as a result of complex tectonic movement along NW-trending faults in the Borderland
(Howell, 1976).

duction of buoyant, hot mantle material.
Perhaps
the trenchward flank is preferentially subducted,
gradually exposing the overlying continent to
asthenospheric upwelling as suggested by Dickinson
and Snyder (1980).
Hence in our model, the Borderland volcanism is produced by a form of migrating
volcanic zone while continental volcanism in Western North America is related to a growing slab-window
at depth (Dickinson and Snyder, 1980).

The chemistry of the Catalina Island volcanic
suite (low K 0, high Ti0 ) is similar to that of
2
2
other Borderland suites yet its lack of ironenrichment, higher Sr isotopic ratios (circa 0.7040;
Wood, 1982) and crystallization sequence suggest arcaffinities.
However, Wood (1982) also recognized
silicic inclusions within this suite which suggests
the possibility of contamination by continental material. These types of inclusions are not observed in
the Conejo-Santa Cruz Island suite.
Perhaps Catalina
was rafted from North America as the migrating
magmatic zone passed below a portion of the North

Catalina Island Volcanic Suite
The petrotectonic evolution of the Catalina
Island volcanic suite is difficult to assess at
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Figure 2.

AFM plot of the Catalina Island volcanic suite (Wood, 1982).
The dashed lime denotes the tholeiitic-calc-alkalic division
of Irvine and Baragar (1971).
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3

Figure 6.

f~O* /MgO versus Ti0 2 for the Catalina Island volcanic suite.
flelds are those suggested by Glassley (1974).
Data from
\vood (1982).

American plate.
This model warrants further study
as it may explain the origins of other tectonically
isolated southern Borderland islands such as San
rlemante.

Borderland, volcanics erupted through oceanic crust
with minor volatile transfer during volcanogenesis
while the volcanics of the southern Borderland may
record the interactions of the migrating triple
junction volcanogenic zone with continental crust as
the volcanogenic zone temporarily passed beneath the
continental margin.

SUMMARY
Our studies to date suggest a model in which the
volcanics of the southern California Borderland
originated as a result of the southerly migration of
a triple junction volcanogenic zone.
Volcanism
would cease from north to south after the passage
of the active magmatic zone.
The chemical characteristics of the volcanogenic zone to the continent, the
characteristics of the volcanics produced are dependent upon the spatial relationship episodic capping of
the mid-ocean ridge source due to differential spreading, amount of fractional fusion and crystallization,
and the availability of volatiles.
In the northern
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MID-TERTIARY DETAClIllENT FAULTING fu'W l1AtlGAllESE MINERALIZATION
IN THE I1IDHAY llOUNTAINS, U1PERIAL COUNTY, CALIFORllIA
Lindee Berg, Gregory Leveille, Pattie Geis
Department of Geological Sciences
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Detachment faulting of late Oligocene to middle
Miocene age has been recognized as a significant
feature of the Cenozoic geology of western Arizona,
southeastern California, and Nevada.
Field studies
have now shown that a detachment fault is present in
the Midway Hountains of southeasternmost California.
The Midway detachment fault separates the rocks of
the Hid,.my l10untains into an allochthonous upper
plate, and autochthonous lm,er plate. The two upper
plate rock units in the l1idways are an andesitic member of the Oligocene to Miocene Palo Verde volcanic
sequence and the Hiocene Tolbard fanglomerate.
The
upper plate has been extended along northwest-striking, northeast-dipping normal faults that transported
upper-plate fault blocks to the northeast.
Regional
folding of the fault surface has warped the Midway
detachment fault into its present domal form.
The
Midway detachment fault can be correlated to similaL
faults exposed to the northeast in the Trigo
Mountains of western Arizona, and to the west in the
Chocolate Mountains of California.
In the Midway
Mountains, deposits of manganese oxides are localized
along the detachment fault as well as along normal
faults ,;ithin the upper plate.
Psilomelane, pyrolusite, and manganite are the most common manganese
minerals present.

The 11idway l10untains are located in the northeastern corner of Imperial County, California,
approximately 50 km east of Bra,;Iey and 35 km south
of Blythe. Neighboring mountain ranges in California
include the Palo Verde Hountains to the north and
Chocolate Hountains to the west with the Trigo
Hountains of Arizona to the east of the l1idways.
The
easiest access to the range is along a jeep trail off
California Higln,ay 78 between mile marker 67 and 68.
This jeep tr:1il extends for 10 km back into the range
(Fig. 1), and connects with numerous other, more
primitive roads.
The first geologic studies in the Hich,ay
Mountains were done by Jarvis B. Hadley (1942), a
Survey geologist interested in the manganese deposits
of the Paymaster mining district.
Subsequent work
';as completed in 1960 by Southern Pacific Land
Company geologists Ilanely, Gamble, and Gardner in
their mineral evaluation of the area (Gardner and
others, 1960).
The purpose of their study was to
determine if any potentially economic deposits were
present on the Southern Pacific land holdings.
They
did not attempt any structural or regional interpretations of the geologic features of the range.
In
their reconnaissance mapping of the area, they considered the detachment fault of this study to be a
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Figure 1. Hajor geographic features of the area adjacent
to the Mid",ay l·1ountains.
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gneiss, foliated hybrid granitic rock, schist, and
fine-grained granitic rocks, all of ",hich have been
intensely folded and faulted.
Accentuating the
folded appearance of this unit are metamorphic segregations of quartz, feldspars, micas, and hornblende
into distinct mineral bands.
The metamorphic rocks
grade Hithout apparent intrusive contacts into the
granite gneiss and into locally structureless, gray,
biotite granite.
Variably developed lineations ",ithin this unit trend northeast (Gardner and others,
1960), but are not associated ",ith a mylonitic fabric.
No mylonitic rocks appear to crop out in the louer
plate of the l1id",ay Mountains, although they are
exposed in nearby mountain ranges (Crm"ell, 1981).

normal fault or an unconformity.
Most recently, thp
Pioneer mine of the llid\my Hountains \.,as discussed by
Horton (1977) Hho described the history of the mining
operations.
Detailed study of the rock units and structure
of the nearby Chocolate, Peter Kane, and Cargo
lluchacho Mountains has been done by Dillon (1976),
Haxel (1977), and Haxel and Dillon (1978).
They
defined the overall structural relationships of the
Pelona-Orocopia schist and its overlying Precambrian
crystalline complex.
They have also mapped the contact betHeen the tHO assemblages as the OrocopiaChocolate Hountain thrust of Hesozoic age.

In the Mid",ay 110untains pegmatite dikes of Cretaceous age (?) cut the lo",er-plate, metamorphicigneous complex.
The pegmatite dikes have not been
foliated and place an upper limit on the deformation
present in the rocks of the louer plate.
Similar
types of pegmatitic dikes pervade nearby ranges such
as the Big Haria Hountains (Hamilton, this volume;
l1artin and others, this volume) and Trigo Hountains
(Heaver, 1982).
In both these ranges the pegmatites
are late Hesozoic in age, and suggest that the pegmatites in the Hidways may be of the same age.

Study of the Tertiary volcanic stratigraphy Has
done in the adjoining Palo Verde Hountains by Cro",e
and others (1979).
They described the volcanic rocks
of this area as consisting of several major packages
of differing lithologies and varying in age from
Oligocene to mid-Hiocene.
The exact correlation of
the Tertiary section in the Palo Verde Hountains to
the Hid",ay Hountains is not as yet kno\m.
Huch ",ork has been done in the past ten years
(1971-1981) to define the structure and extent of
detachment faulting in ",estern Arizona, southeastern
California, and southern Nevada (Anderson, 1971,
1977, 1978; Schackelford, 1976, 1980; Davis and
others, 1979, 1980; Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980; Frost
and Hartin, 1982). These \vorkers have found that
(1) the detachment fault appears to be of late Oligocene to middle Hiocene age, (2) it is a tensional
feature resulting from northeast-south",est crustal
extension, (3) regional folding of the detachment
fault occurred, producing antiformal ranges surrounded by synformal basins, and (4) the detachment
fault separates the geology of this region into t"'o
separate structural units, a lo",er plate and an upper
plate ",ith an unknm-m amount of offset bet",een the
tlW.

Upper Plate Rock Units
The oldest upper-plate rock unit in the Hidway
l10untains is an andesitic member of the Palo Verde
volcanic sequence (of Horton, 1977).
The rocks of
this unit are red-black in color and are stained by
manganese oxides in places.
These volcanic rocks
formed -an autobreccia during their deposition.
The
autobrecciated nature "'as further accentuated by
later deformation and appears to have played an
important role in controlling the passage of mineralizing fluids.
The rocks of this unit exhibit a porphyritic texture ",ith elongated laths of plagioclase
in an aphanitic groundmass.
The thickness of the
Palo Verde volcanic sequence is estimated to be 400
to 500 meters in the Mid",ay Hountains.
In nearby
mountain ranges this unit contains pyroclastic volcanic rocks along with tuff-breccia and mudflm.,-breccia none of Hhich are found in the l1idway Mountains.
The'volcanic rocks in the !1id\my Mountains are probably Oligocene to l1iocene in age on the basis of the
regional occurrence of similar units (Cro",e and
others, 1979; Dillon, 1976; Keith, 1978). K-Ar age
determination of the Hidway volcanic rocks is under
way.

The closest, previously described, exposures of
detachment faulting to this part of California are in
the Eagle Tail (130 km a",ay, Rehrig and others,
1980), Harquahala (140 km a",ay, Rehrig and Reynolds,
1980) and Riverside Hountains (90 km a",ay, Carr and
Dickey, 1980).
Recently discovered exposures of the
regional detachment fault are described in this volume by Garner and others in the adjacent Trigo
Hountains, Logan and Hirsch in the Castle Dome
110untains, Pridmore and Craig in the Baker Peaks, and
Hueller and others in the Hoha",k Hountains.
The Hid",ay Mountains, thus, appear to be part of the
regional continuation of the detachment terrane into
southl"estern Arizona and southeasternmost California.
As such, they also appear to have been affected by
the same manganese mineralization as other parts of
the detachment terrane, and as the Hhipple Hountains
(Ridenour and others, this volume).

Overlying the volcanic rocks in the upper plate
is a younger sedimentary unit, the Tolbard Fanglomerate, ",hich is l1iocene to Pliocene in age (Danehy
and others, 1960).
It is ",ell indurated, red-bro",n
to tan in color, and is locally stained by manganese
oxide deposits.
This unit forms steep irregular
slopes ",ith massive, rounded summits.
It is composed
largely of subrounded to angular clasts ranging in
size up to 60 centimeters.
These clasts are set in a
fine-pebble to coarse-sand matrix.
The ratio of sand
to clasts is roughly 1.0 to 1.5 ",ith volcanic rocks
accounting for seventy percent of the clast and crystalline rocks making up the remaining thirty percent.
Lenses of coarse, crossbedded sandstone, 10 to 50
centimeters thick, are common throughout the formation.
The Tolbard Fanglomerate is cemented by silica
and hematite, ",ith some secondary calcite cementation.
Paleocurrent indicators ",ithin this unit such
as channeling, trough crossbedding, and imbricated
cobbles suggest transport tm.,ard the north",est.
The
high degree of variation from the mean of N30H may be

LITHOLOGIC UNITS
Lo",er-Plate Rock Units
The rock units in the Hid",ay Hountains can be
divided into lo",er-plate units, upper-plate units,
and younger units that postdate detachment faulting.
The oldest lithologic unit exposed in the l1id",ay
l10untains is the Chuck1.,alla complex, of Morton
(1966), ,,,hich is a Precambrian metamorphic suite, .
that is probably about 1.7 billion years old.
Thls
metamorphic-igneous complex consists of quartzdiorite
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a function of the alluvial fan depositional environment and may be the result of flow dispersion across
the former fan surface. A detailed study of the sedimentology of this unit is presented in the following
paper by Jorgensen and others (this volume).

The youngest deposits are of Quaternary age and
have been subdivided into an older and younger alluvial gravel deposit.
These two units lie unconformably on all older rock units and largely obscure the
contac t betl"een the upper and 10l"er plate around much
of the range. No faults are known to cut these
younger alluvial deposits.

Younger Rock Units
Deposited unconformably upon all older rock
units is the Pliocene-Pleistocene(?) Barren Mountains
Group (Danehy, 1960). The two members of the Barren
l10untains Group present in the Midway Mountains are
the Arroyo Seco and the Vinagre Formation.
The
Barren Mountains Group is generally an undeformed,
flat-lying fanglomerate containing clasts of volcanic
and metamorphic rocks, some of which may be reworked
clasts from the Tolbard Fanglomerate.
In places, the
Barren llountain Group has been cut by northeaststriking, high-angle faults juxtaposing it against
older rock units.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
The Hidway detachment fault separates the rock
units of the Hidway Mountains into upper-plate and
10l"er-plate assemblages.
The Midway detachment fault
is well exposed along the northern flank of the range,
but elsewhere is either eroded away or covered by
younger sediments (Fig. 2)'.
Its present outcrop pattern and the domal form of the range suggest that the
l1idway detachment fault Has once continuous over the
range but has since been removed by erosion.

The Arroyo Seco Formation is a poorly consolidated fanglomerate, which contains crossbedded sand
lenses with gravel to boulder-size clasts in a sandy
matrix.
This unit contains predominantly volcanicrock clasts in most areas. Locally it contains over
50% metamorphic-igneous complex rocks, which give the
unit a light gray color (Gardner, 1960).

Developed within the 10l"er-plate rocks of the
l1idHay 110untains is a chlorite breccia zone.
This
zone has a gradational lower boundary with a sharp,
upper surface, Hhich is the detachment fault.
Rocks
Hi thin this zone, ,,,hich is up to ten meters thick,
have been brecciated on both a microscopic and a
macroscopic scale.
The brecciation of the crystalline
rock appears to have allowed for the transmission of
large volumes of fluids through this zone, which
leached and altered the rocks. Movement along the
detachment fault seems to be responsible for the
brecciation of these rocks.
The combination of the
leaching and chloritization of the lower-plate rocks
near the detachment fault gives these rocks their

The Vinagre Formation consists of subangular to
subrounded, gravel to boulder-size clasts.
The clast
composition of the unit is 65% volcanic rocks, 25%
gneissic and crystalline rocks, and 10% pegmatitic
rocks.
Small sand lenses also occur, with faint but
fairly common crossbedding.
These beds are usually
flat-lying or dip very gently away from the range.

Figure 2. Oblique aerial view of the northern flank of the HidHay
Hountains. LOI"er-plate rocks of the Chucbmlla complex form the metamorphic core complex of the range.
The upper-plate rocks (foreground)
are the andesitic member of the Palo Verde volcanic sequence. lUning
operations have exhumed portions of the detachment fault surface and
removed over 50,000 cubic meters of material from the main ore body
in the Palo Verde volcanic sequence.
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Figure 3. A view of
the lOlifer plate I"here the
detachment fault has been
removed by erosion, sholifing the ramp surface as
developed in the llidway
Uountains.
The 1 ine drcllm
in tlte photograph parallelc
the ramp surface.

Figure 4.
(Belo",) One
of many upper-plate normal
faults in the Tolbard fanglomerate.
The upper-plate
normal faults generally dip
to the northeast.

distinctive coloration with greens and dark reds
dominating. Ifhere the upper plate has been removed
by erosion, the more resistant lower-plate rocks form
what is referred to as the detachment ramps.
By
tracing the outcrop area of the ramp one can infer
the trace of the detachment fault even thouah the
fault surface has been removed by erosion (~ig. 3).
The ramp appears to flatten near the top of the range
and is steeper at the base.
The unusually steep dip
of the detachment fault (from 30° to 60°) as exposed
near the base of the range, may thus not be characteristic of the overall attitude of the fault
surface.
Foliation ",ithin the lower-plate rocks is truncated by the detachment fault as are Cretaceous (?)
pegmatite dikes.
The dikes do not share any of the
foliation, indicating that the foliation-forming
event ",as pre-pegmatitic and therefore pre-detachment
faulting.
The foliated fabric ",ithin the lo",er plate
appears to have no genetic connection to detachment
faulting and is probably Precambrian in age. LOI"erplate extension in the Midways cannot be equated to
the presence of a mylonitic fabric, since none is
present.
Although the foliation is not mylonitic, it
appears to define a pronounced domal form, much like
that in ranges with mylonitic fabrics.
This arched
form is best seen in morning light looking ",est into
the range.
The development of the domal form of the
Midway fault may be related to the development of
large-scale folds during mid-Tertiary crustal extension (Otton and Dokka, 1981; Cameron and Frost,
1981) as described in better known portions of the
detachment terrane.
Superposition of two fold sets,
one trending northeast and the other north",est, may
have produced the mid-Tertiary uplif t of the 11idlifay
11ountains.
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Upper Plate

Within the study area, faulting in the upperplate has juxtaposed the andesite of the Palo Verde
volcanic sequence with the Tolbard fanglomerate near
the 11idway detachment fault (Fig. 5). The andesite
has the geometry of a tectonic slice between the
fanglomerate and the metasedimentary rocks (Fig. 5).
The tectonic slice is present near the hinge of the
antiformal bend in the detachment fault.
Intense
shattering of the volcanic unit has apparently
resulted from its motion along the detachment fault.

The dominant structural element of the upper
plate in the Midway Mountains is a series of northwest-striking, northeast-dipping, high-angle normal
faults, with dips from 54 to 60° (Fig. 4).
Striae on
the fault surface indicate many different movement
directions, suggesting complex motion of the fault
blocks during transport. On the whole, however,
striae and mullion structures indicate a down-dip
sense of motion.
Tear faults perpendicular to the
high-angle faults provide another kinematic indicator
for the direction of transport, and suggest down-dip
motion on the normal faults.
Back rotation of the
upper-plate into the detachment surface also suggests
the same northeast (N70E) transport.
Some upperplate faults indicate other directions of transport
but do not seem to have major offset across them.

MANGANESE MINERALIZATION

History of Mining Operations
11ining operations to recover mangnaese in the
J1idway 110untains first began in 1917 and continued
through 1918.
During this period ore was recovered
from the main ore body in the andesitic member of
the Palo Verde volcanic sequence and had an average
manganese oxide content of 46% by weight. Production
resumed in 1941, continued throughout most of Horld
Har II and ended in 1944. The most recent mining
operations in the Midway Mountains were undertaken as
part of a federal stockpiling program, which was
active between the years 1952 and 1959. More than
22,000 tons of ore were taken from the workings and
averaged 43% manganese oxides by weight. During
field work in the Midway Mountains in the fall of
1981, several claim markers dating from 1980 were
observed, suggesting renewed interest in the manganese deposits.

Motion along upper-plate faults was probably
coeval with motion along the detachment fault, as it
is in other ranges (Davis and others, 1980) where the
upper-plate structure is better exposed.
The amount
of offset across the detachment fault is unknmm
because the same units have not yet been identified
from the two plates.
If the upper-plate volcanic
and sedimentary rocks reflect the full amount of
extension, then the amount of extension does not
appear great.
Because the rocks of the l1id'vays ,,,ere
transported relatively to the northeast, a great
amount of transport does not seem possible because
rocks in the Trigo Mountains moved to the southwest.
These rocks in the Trigos lie along the direction of
tectonic transport for the l1idways and thus make it
difficult to postulate large offsets during midTertiary extensional tectonics.
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Figure 5.
A generalized cross section of the Midway detachment fault separating the rocks into upper-plate
units (Ttfg and Tpvu) and lower-plate units (Micu). Normal faults cut the upper-plate unit and sole into the
detachment fault surface.
Transport of upper-plate fault blocks is to the northeast.
The detachment fault forms
an antiform over the range.
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General Description of Manganese Deposits

18 meters IVide, 100 meters long, and IVere IVorked to a
depth of 20 meters so that 32,000 cubic meters of
material IVas removed from each cut (Norton, 1977).
Large fragments of unbroken andesite are found IVithin
the more extensive veins.
The degree of shattering
in the andesite, thus, appears to be directly proportional to the degree of mineralization.

!Ianganese mineralization in the MidIVay Mountains
occurs as open-space filling of fractures and pore
spaces, and as replacement mineralization throughout
the brecciated rock adjacent to the detachment fault.
llineralization is confined to the upper-plate units
of the detachment terrane and is concentrated in the
fault zone directly above the detachment surface.
Primary manganese mineralization does not occur in
the Barren 110untains Group or younger alluvial
deposits.
The principal manganese minerals present
in the llid\.,ay llountains are psilomelane, pyrolusite
and manganite IVith lesser amounts of braunite and
ramsdellite (Hadley, 1942).

In the Tolbard fanglomerate, veins containing
manganese mineralization follm., both normal faults
and fracture surfaces and commonly occur in mammillary or botryoidal structures on the fault surface.
These faults have IVell-defined footlValls and brecciated hanging IValls, the latter of which are considerably mineralized (Fig. 7).
The veins range in IVidth
up to 2 meters and are up to 100 meters long.
Mining operations IVithin the Tolbard Fanglomerate consisted of working a series of drifts and raises with
up to 20 meters of vertical section and 90 meters
of horizontal section removed from individual veins
in this manner.
Within several of the larger stopes,
this mining has exposed IVell-defined mullion structures on the footlVall (Fig. 8). 1,langanese deposits
are also present along small fractures that pinch out
upward IVithin the fanglomerate.
Hydrothermal solutions responsible for the manganese mineralization
thus appear to have radiated upIVard through the unit
along zones of high porosity and permeability.
The

The main manganese ore body is located adjacent
to the detachment fault in the upper-plate andesite
(Fig. 6) and contains mostly psilomelane, pyrolusite
and braunite.
Nanganese minerals are concentrated in
veins that occur as hydrothermal fracture fillings
\vithin normal faults and associated stress fractures.
Individual veins range in IVidth up to 1.5 meters and
extend for lengths of over 100 meters.
T\vo cuts have been extensively mined _vithin the
ore body, exposing excellent cross sections of the
intensely fractured andesite.
These cuts are 14 to

J
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Manganese mineralization along
fault surfaces
Main manganese ore body

Figure 6.
Geologic map of the northeastern flank of, the NidIVay
Nountains sholVing areas of manganese concentrations. Also indicated
is the trace of the detachment fault.
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Figure 7. Northeast
trending veins of manganese ShOH ,,'ell defined
footHalls and gradational
hanging Halls.

Figure 8.
(BeloH)
Hullion structures apparent along upper-plate
fault surfaces indicate
normal movement.

brecciated fault zones and associated fractures
apparently localized the passage of the hydrothermal
fluids and suggest a through going plumbing system
betHeen most of the vein deposits.
Origin and Chemistry of Hineralization
1·1anganese oxide deposits in the l1idHay Hountains
are thought to be hypogene fault deposits formed by
hydrothermal processes (Fig. 9).
Present-day hot
springs are kno",n to deposit manganese oxides and
thus suggest that the Hid\vay Hountain deposits are a
product of the flOl, of hot springs through structurally controlled vein systems.
The hot springs origin
of these manganese deposits is suggested by both
mineralogy and chemistry.
Coarse grained ",hite
calcite, finely divided carbonates and chalcedony are
the principal gangue minerals.
This calcite forms a
thin layer above the manganese and shoHs retrograde
solubility. Hagnetite is found in small veins Hithin the main ore body as Hell formed crystals uhich
commonly Heather to hemitite.
Chemical factors such as pH, Eh and the concentration of dissolved manganese are important factors
controlling the precipitation of manganese. Hany
meteoric Haters plot in the acidic area of the Ell-pH
field Hhere iron oxides have a 101" solubility and
manganese oxides have a high solubility. Hanganese
deposits are, therefore, common in volcanic associations because the metal is readily dissolved out of
the rock by dilute acids. \fuere dilute acids are
present, manganese Hill be dissolved, transported,
and after passing the critical Eh-pH conditions
necessary for the deposition of manganese, redeposited (Fig. 10). Although no fluid inclusion studies
are yet available for the 11idHay Hountains, the pH of
the transporting solution is inferred to have been in
the acidic range.
The origin of manganese deposits in the l1id",ay
Mountains \,as influenced by several factors including
the temperature of the hydrothermal solution that
transported the manganese, the mineral composition of
the rock unit from Hhich the manganese Has derived
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The age of mineralization is indicated by the
structural control of the are deposits.
Hydrothermal
fluids were moving along the brecciated zones,
requiring that mineralization is either coeval with,
or post faulting.
The widespread development of
slickensided and striated surfaces that have involved
mineralized rock further require that mineralization
occurred before at least some of the deformation.
Hineralization, thus, appears to have been at least
in part contemporaneous with extensional faulting and
rise of the llid,,,ay ilountains.

MANGANESE ORES

I

HYDROTHERMAL
DEPOSITS

I

SEDIMENTARY LOW TEMPERATURE
DEPOSITS
SILICATE ANO HAUSMANNITE OEPOSITS
ASSOCIATED WITH
SUBMARINE FLOWS

DEPOSITS INDEPENDENT OF
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

I

METAMORPHIC
DEPOSITS

DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED
WITH TUFFS AND
CLASTIC SEDIMENTS OF
VOLCANIC AFFILIATION

I

RESIDUAL
ACCUMULATIONS
LATERITES

DEPOSITS ASSOCIATED
WITH IRON FORMATIONS

Figure 9.
Genetic classification of manganese
are deposits.
Deposits in the llid,,,ay llountains are
hydrothermal in origin (after Park, 1956).

REGIONAL CORRELATION
The HidHay detachment fault appears to be an isolated exposure of a much more extensive detachment
fault, ,chich extends over ,,,estern Arizona, southeasternmost California, and Nevada.
This wavelike
fault surface is exposed on the flanks of several
ranges in this region.
In the Trigo Hountains of
Hestern Arizona, 18 km northwest of the Nidways, a
Hell developed detachment fault is exposed (Garner and
others, this volume; Kitchen, pers. commun., 1981).
The detachment fault is exposed as an antiform in the
Trigos with a gentle synform between the Trigo and
llidway Mountains (Fig. 11).

and the behavior of manganese in solution.
The depth
of the detachment fault in Oligocene to middle Pliocene time could not have been greater than a feH
kilometers as determined by reconstruction of upperplate structures.
At such depth the temperature of
the meteoric water, Hhich is the proposed transporting agent of the manganese, would have been only 100
to 200°C.
\,hile hydrothermal solubility data is not
yet available for this element, manganese oxides are
relatively soluble at 25°C and should become even
more soluble Hith a tendency toward increasingly more
complex ion formation at higher temperatures (Crerar
and others, 1980).

1.4

One possible source rock for the manganese is a
mafic volcanic member of the Palo Verde volcanic
sequence.
As a generalization more-mafic, highertemperature igneous rocks are decomposed at a greater
rate by chemical weathering than their more-felsic,
lower temperature counterparts.
Nanganese is generally more concentrated in mafic igneous rocks than
in felsic igneous rocks (IYedepohl, 1980).
Therefore,
manganese is leached relatively rapidly from mafic
rocks, and because it is also more concentrated in
such rocks, these rocks may provide an important
supply of the element.
Structural Control of
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Nanganese mineralization and the development of
are bodies in the HidHay Nountains were controlled by
the structural features of the range, including both
the detachment fault and upper-plate faults.
Brecciation associated "7ith the detachment fault and upperplate faults appears to have created porous and permeable conduits for the hydrothermal solutions rising
from below.
Intense shattering within the andesite
is probably largely responsible for the concentration
of mineralization within the unit.
The preferential
shattering of the andesite is probably a result of
both the brittle character of the unit and its structural position adjacent to the detachment fault.
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Ano.ther, perhaps less obvious, structural control for the mineralization is the anti formal shape
of the detachment fault.
hThere the main are bodies
are located in the Hidway Mountains is in proximity
to the hinge of the detachment-related antiform.
If
the mineralizing fluids were rising from below along
the structurally controlled conduit of the detachment
fault, they would have been concentrated near the
crest of the fold.
Flow of hot-spring waters would
thus be concentrated from over the entire limbs of
the folds to the hinge area.
Precipitation of the
mineralization is inferred to have taken place in
this general hinge area.
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Figure 10.
Eh-pH diagram shoHing stability
fields of common manganese minerals.
Assumed
concentrations are: total dissolved carbonate, lH;
total dissolved sulfer, 10-6M (after Krauskopf).
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Figure 12.
Southwestern view depicting that the detachment fault has been warped into antiforms in the
Trigo Mountains (foreground) and the Midway Mountains (background).
Between the two ranges is a corresponding
synform in which the Colorado River currently flows.
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and manganite are the principal ore minerals in the
major manganese deposits within the Midways. Most
mineralization occurs as either open-space filling of
fractures or as replacement mineralization within the
brecciated fault zones. Mineralizing fluids appear
to have been controlled by the geometry of the
detachment surface and reflect the paleohydrology of
these hot spring type fluids.

The transport direction of the upper plate in
the Trigos is to the southwest, opposite that of the
upper plate in the l1idways.
These opposing upperplate movement directions along the direction of tectonic transport may indicate that the upper plate has
not been transported long distances.
It may also
indicate that individual fault blocks were essentially rotated in place during regional crustal extension.
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As defined by the mapping of Dillon (1976) and
Morton (1966), the fault that may be the detachment
fault is folded into several doubly plunging, northeast-trending antiforms and synforms. Also folded in
this geometry is the Orocopia-Chocolate !1ountains
Thrust, which separates gneissic rocks from the underlying Pelona-Orocopia schist (Dillon, 1976; Morton,
1966, 1977).
Correlation of these fold structures
and the attendant detachment fault from the Chocolates to the Midways to the Trigos is depicted on a
diagrammatic cross section in Figure 11.
If this
correlation is correct, then the Mesozoic Pelona
schist and the Vincent thrust would also show this
folding (Fig. 11).
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Abstract

plate is comprised of Tertiary volcanic rocks overlain and in fault contact Hith the Miocene (?)
Tolbard Fanglomerate. Further discussion of the
regional stratigraphy is presented in Berg and others.

Analysis of paleocurrents and clast compositions
of tHO exposures of the Hiocene Tolbard Fanglomerate
has indicated a Hiocene topography similar to ,,,hat
exists today in the 11idHay llountains and Palo Verde
l10untains area, southeastern California. The topographic configuration of the area is thought to have
been produced by folding associated Hith Tertiary
crustal extension/detachment faulting. The depositional facies of the Tolbard Fanglomerate may have
recorded a significant history of the development of
folding and crustal extension/detachment faulting
during the 11io.cene.

The Tolbard Fanglomerate in the HidHay Hountains
consists of reddish broHn, well indurated alluvialfan ~eposits. The fanglomerate covers approximately
3 km Hith close to 300 m (Hadley, 1942) of exposed
section. These deposits are poorly stratified,
laterally discontinuous, interbedded amalgamated
debris flolls and sheetflood deposits. The debris
floHs range in thickness from 15 em to 2 m and
contain clasts averaging 3 to 15 em, Hith rare
clasts up to 1 m in diameter. These clasts are
predominantly andesite, floH-banded rhyolite,
trachyte, banded gneiss, dacite, chloritized metasedimentary rocks, and pegmatite. Clasts are often
covered Hith desert varnish making identification
tedious. The deposits have a coarse to very coarse
sand matrix composed of quartz, feldspar, lithic
fragments and clay minerals. Units are cemented by
silica, iron oxides and locally by secondary calcite.
The ungraded to inversely graded debris-floH
deposits are matrix supported.

Purpose and Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
possible relationship betHeen Tertiary crustal
extension/detachment faulting and Hiocene paleotopography as inferred from depositional facies of
the Tolbard Fanglomerate in the HidHay l10untains
and the ,,,estern Palo Verde l1ountains. This discussion is an addendum to the preceeding paper, HidTertiary Detachment Faulting and lbnganese l1i~l
ization in the 11idHay l1ountains, Imperial County,
California by Berg, Leveille and Geis. Analysis of
paleocurrent data and clast composition is used to
define the l1iocene paleotopography. Data Has
collected from exposures of the Tolbard Fanglomerate
in the HidHay l10untains (Hadley, 1942) and Hestern
Palo Verde l10untains (l1orton, 1977) of southeastern
California (Figure 1).
The Tolbard Fanglomerate in the Hid,,,ay Hountains
Has first described and named by Hadley (1942) in an
investigation of the Paymaster l1ining District.
Horton (1977) correlated the 'Post-andesite Red
Beds' in the l1idHay l10untains Hith fanglomerate in
the Hestern Palo Verde l1ountains. The Tolbard
Fanglomerate is considered to be correlative Hith
the Bear Canyon Fanglomerate described by CroHe,
CroHell and Krummenacher (1979) and Dillon (1975).
Dillon (1975) considers the Bear Canyon Fanglomerate
to be correlative Hith the Coachella Fanglomerate
Hhich is offset by the San Andreas fault system.
Lithologic Units
The principal lithologic units Hi thin the
l1idHay Hountains area consist of crystalline,
volcanic and sedimentary rocks. As described by
Berg and others (1982), the volcanic and sedimentary
rocks are separated from the underlying crystalline
rocks by a lOH-angle normal fault, or detachment
fault, Hhich is inferred to be continuous Hith
detachment faults on a regional basis. In the
lOHer plate a zone of chloritized metasedimentary
rocks is seen at the detachment fault. The upper
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The sheetflood deposits are comprised of medium
to Coarse grains of quartz, feldspar and lithic
fragments; cemented by silica, iron oxides and
calcite. Sedimentary structures, other than planar
laminations, are rare; but imbrication, small-scale
channeling, minor tabular cross-bedding and
occasional mud cracks are present. The clast
population in these deposits is similar to that
seen in the debris-flow deposits.

Figure 2
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Two source areas may be indicated by paleocurrent dispersion, overall fining/thinning and
clast population trends seen in the Tolbard
Fanglomerate in the Hidway Hountains. Eastward
fining and thinning of the debris-flow deposits is
accompanied by a decrease in the percentage of
gneissic and chloritized metasedimentary rock
clasts, suggesting a source terrane in the area now
occupied by the Hidway t-fountains. North''lest to
northeast paleocurrent directions, derived from
imbrication and channel axis orientations, infer a
source terrane to the south. Rose diagrams were
constructed from forty-nine imbrication measurements
and twenty-four channel axis orientations (Figure 2).
The distal southern source terrane may be in the
area of the Peter Kane Hountains, or may have been
eroded away, then covered by Pliocene alluvium in
the Vinagre \,ash area. Gneissic clasts found in the
northwest-flowing sheetflood deposits may have
originated in the southern source area, or may be
included due to reworking of the ''les terly derived
debris flmvs.
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Oligocene to early Hiocene volcanic rocks (Crmve
and others, 1979). The leucrogranite, biotite
gneiss and muscovite schist clasts may have been
derived from the Little Chuck,valla Hountains, where
extensive outcrops of metasedimentary and granitic
rocks are exposed.

Eighteen miles to the northwes t of the Hid"lay
!.fountains, a section of the Tolbard Fanglomerat crops
out in the western Palo Verde lfountains (Horton,
1977). This section consists of debris flow,
braided stream and sheetflood deposits. The
fanglomerate is exposed over a 4 km 2 area, ,vith a
maximum relief of G m. lfost contacts are covered by
alluvium; however, where contacts can be observed
directly, a normal fault separates the Tolbard
Fanglomerate from the other units. Sedimentation
units are laterally discontinuous, ranging in
thickness from 15 em to 2 m. Ortho and paraconglomerates are dominant volumetrically over sandstone
units. Generally, the paraconglomerate is ungraded
or inversely graded; and is interpreted as debris
flow deposits. Usually, orthoconglomerates fine
upward to coarse or medium sandstone, except where
the beds are a algamated. Sandstones are medium to
very coarse, poorly sorted, subangular arkosic
litharenites, similar to the sheetflood deposits in
the Hidway !fountains. Both sandstones and orthoconglomerates represent braided stream and sheetflood deposits.

Conclusions
The characteristics of the Tolbard Fanglomerate
may reflect tectonic events related to Tertiary

crustal extension and proposed detachment faulting
as seen in southwest Arizona. A well developed
detachment fault of mid-Tertiary age is exposed
just east of this study area in the Trigo llountains
of Arizona (Garner and others, 1982). A similar
fault is present in the study area (Berg and others,
1982), indicating that this portion of southwestern
Arizona and southeastern California was affected by
mid-Tertiary crustal extension. On a regional
scale, this mid-Tertiary deformation produced largescale rotation of Tertiary and crystalline rocks
above the detachment fault (Davis and others, 1979;
Rehrig and Reynolds, 1980; Reynolds and Rehrig,
1980). The presence of such tilted rocks in nearly
all of southwestern Arizona and southeastern
California (Eberly and Stanley, 1978; Dillon, 1975;
Cr<me and others, 1979; !lorton, 1977) probably
indicates that much of this region was extended in
mid-Tertiary (!.fiocene) time.

Occasionally, trough and tabular cross-stratification can be seen in some of tho sandy sections.
The dominant sedimentary structures are parallel
laminations of sands and imbrication of conglomerate
clasts. Clast imbrications in the sheetflood and
braided stream deposits indicate an east to southeast flow direction (Figure 3) corroborated by
southeast-northwest orientation of channel axes.
The southeast flow direction indicates a source
terrane to the northwest.

Conicident with this extension appears to have
been the growth of major antiformal-synformal fold
structures (Frost, 1981, 1982; Otton and Dokka, 198~
Cameron and Frost, 1981; Otton and Frost, 1981)
that are responsible for the present topographical
configuration of this terrane. These folds were
developing during the same time as detachment
faulting and associated rotation of upper plate
rocks over a several million year period. The
stratigraphic record of the upper plate, therefore,
records the tectonic history of the fault blocks
through time. The Tertiary section is thus a
preserved record of the strain history of midTertiary crustal extension in this region.

The clast suite consists of rhyolite, vesicular
basalt, scoria, andesite, leucogranite, biotite
gneiss and muscovite schist. The volcanic clasts
may have been derived from the Black Hills or the
Li ttle Chucbvalla Hountains, both of ''lhich contain
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IHthin this study area, sediments from the
paleohighlands in the Little Chuckwalla/Black Hills
area were transported to the southeast. Paleohighlands in the Peter Kane/Hid\~ay !1ountains area
supplied sediments to the paleodrainage flowing to
the northwest. The convergence of these paleodrainages may indicate a Hiocene paleo basin in the
area now occuppied by the lower Milpitas Wash.
Therefore, Miocene paleotopography of the study
area probably resembled the existing topography and
was probably produced by the Tertiary extensional
deformation. As the Tolbard Fanglomerate sediments
were shed off the Miocene paleohighlands, the
depositional facies may have recorded a significant
history of the development of Hiocene folding and
crustal extension/detachment faulting.
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ABSTRACT

INT RODUCT ION

The Chemehuevi Mountains are a part of an Oligocene(?) and Miocene terrane of detachment faul ti ng
that extends along the Colorado River trough from
southern Nevada to Sonora, Mexico.
The Chemehuevi
Mountains expose at least two allochthonous plates and
an underlying autochthon.

The Chemehuevi Mountains and adjacent areas
straddle the Colorado River along Topock gorge and are
a part of the Oligocene(?) to Miocene detachment
faulting terrane that extends along the Colorado River
trough from Nevada to Mexico.
The Chemehuevi Mountains form an inclined horseshoe shape, one that is
open and plunging to the northeast.
The northern,
western, and southern ridges of the horseshoe rise
abruptly as much as 680 meters above the surrounding
valleys, forming steep range fronts.
The eastern
Chemehuevi Mountains form a gently inclin8d surface
sloping east to the Colorado River. Although the range
has a long complex history of deformation, the character of this topography is controlled by wa~ped, multiple Tertiary low-angle faults that both flank and cut
through the range.
Erosion of the extensively brecciated crystalline rocks between these faults has produced the topography in the Chemehuevi Mountains.

In the Chemehuevi Mountains, an upper plate consisting of Precambrian(?) gneissic and granitic rocks
is overlain, both nonconformably and in fault contact,
by a tilted Tertiary section consisting of volcanic
rocks, monolithologic breccia, conglomerate, and sandstone. These rocks are truncated abruptly downward by
a regionally developed decollement, the Chemehuevi
detachment fault, Which encircles the range.
This
faul t may be continuous under Tertiary and (or) Quaternary cover with the Whipple Mountains fault, which
lies about 20 km to the south and has large but
unknown separation. Structurally below the Chemehuevi
detachment faul t lies the lower ,,:ate, separated 1-2
km along a deeper decollement, the Mohave Wash fault,
from the 1Ll1derlying autochthon.
Both the Chemehuevi
and Mohave Wash faul ts are Tertiary in age.
In the
case of each faul t the upper plate moved northeast
relative to the lower plate. The autochthon and lower
plate consist of a Mesozoic(?) calc-alkaline, metaluminous to peraluminous plutonic suite.
The Mesozoic(?) plutonic suite exhibits crude concentrical
zoning; zones are progressively younger and more felsic toward the center of the intrusion, suggesting
that the entire suite is cogenetic.
Homblende- and
sphene-bearing phases of the suite are metaluminous
and typically form the outer margin of the intrusion,
against Precambrian ( ?) gneisses.
The youngest and
most leucocratic phases of this suite are muscovitebearing and locally garnetiferous granite and granodiorite that form the central part of the intrusive
sui te.
The latter chemically resembles the belt of
peraluminous granitoids that is located along the western margin of the Precambrian 'craton in the North
American Cordillera.

A pioneering reconnaissance geologic study by the
Southern Pacific Land Company established the distribution of major rock types and the presence of Tertiary 10'n-angle faul ts in the Chemehuevi Mountains
(Coonrad, 1960).
Coonrad described the Chemehuevi
Mountains as a "large resistant mass which is vi rtually surrounded by thrusted rocks of various types"
(p. 20), and indicated a Tertiary age for the fault
movement.
Geologic mapping by Coonrad and Collier
(1960) delineated a large pluton that underlies the
core of the Chemehuevi Mountains; they tentatively
assigned a Precambrian age to it.
Drawing on her work in the Whipple Mountains,
Terry (1975) suggested that the low-angle faults in
the Chemehuevi Mountains are Mesozoic thrusts.
She
noted that the faults are underlain by related mylonitic rocks having an east-northeast trending lineation
defined chiefly by elongate quartz grains. Both Terry
and Coonrad speculated that the Chemehuevi Mountains
thrust may be equivalent to a similar fault in the
Whipple Mountains to the south (Fig. 1).
Davis and
others (1980) reinterpreted these faults as extensional faults, and considered the Chemehuevi Mountains
to be part of a detachment terrane extending from near
Las Vegas, southward along the Colorado River trough
and eastward into southern Arizona.
This detachment
terrane was shown by Davis and others (1980) to consist of mountain ranges which are underlain by a subhorizontal Oligocene(?) to middle Miocene decollement
that has been warped and domed.
The decollement separates a footwall consisting of Precambrian(?) and
Mesozoic to early Cenozoic igneous and metamorphic
rocks, including mylonitic gneisses, from a hanging
wall upper plate consisting of heterogeneous rocks of
all ages.
lIThis report is preliminary and has not been reviewed
for conformity with U.S. Geological Survey edi torial
standards and stratigraphic nomenclature.

Locally, the rocks of the au toch thon and lowerplate record three episodes of mylonitic deformation.
The oldest event is only rarely preserved in orthogneiss inclusions in the plutonic suite and has no
consistent orientation. A later, regionally developed
subhorizontal mylonitic foliation and penetrative subhorizontal northeast-trending mineral lineation was
imposed on early crystallized phases of the plutonic
suite, and on Precambrian(?) gneiss. Thin, discontinuous zones of variably oriented mylonitic gneiss and
microbreccia related to Tertiary detachment faul ting
cut all rock types in the autochthon and lower plate.
Precambrian (?) and Tertiary rocks of the upper plate
show only brittle deformation.
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STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLAGE 1 AUTOCHTHON AND LOWER PLATE ROCKS

In the present st udy, three struc tura 1 plates,
sepa"ated by two late Tertiary low-angle detachment
faul ts, have been recognized in the Chemehuevi Mou!1tains. The autochtho:1 of the Chemehuevi Mountains, as
used here, refers to the structurally deepest exposed
group of rocks in the range; it would be considered
"lower plate" in the sen.'le of Davis and others (1980).
The rocks of the Chemehuevi Mountains are3. '"lave been
divided into two structural assemblages, based on
lithology and structural position.
The structurally
deepest 3.ssemblage consists of crystalline rock th3.t
m3.kes up the Chemehuevi Mountains autochthon and overlyi ng lower plate. The au toch thon and lower plate ar'e
sep3.rated by the t-lohave \-lash detachment fault, an irregular, locally subhorizont3.1 det3.chment fault with 1
to 2 kID separation.
The second assemblage occurs in
the upper plate and consists of crystalline rocks
overlain by t-liocene sed imentary and volcanic rocks.
The higher Chemehuevi det3.chment faul t of Cameron 3.nd
others (1981) separates the upper and lower plates.
Neither the crystalline rocks of the upper plate nor
the Miocene rocks have sources in the lower plate or
autochthon.
Lying nonconformably above this "upper
plate" assemblage are undeformed post-detachment Pliocene and Quaternary sedimentary rocks, whose age
places a mini~um age on detachment faulting.

Crys ta11 i ne rocks 0 f the au to ch thon and lowe r
plate of the Chemehuevi Mountains occupy the core of
the range and have been subdivided into older crystalline rocks of uncertain age and the Mesozoic( 7) plutonic suite of Chemehuevi t-lountains that intruded
these older rocks. The older crystalline rocks locally include small plutons, dikes and sills believed to
be derived from the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic
sui te.
Older Crystalline Rocks
The older crystalline rocks of structural assemblage 1 consist of three u~its (not differentiated on
the geologic map of Fig. 2).
These are in order of
age a layered gneiss unit, which occurs in the northern, central and souther:1 part of the range in both
the autochthon and lower plate; an injection complex,
which occurs in the northwestern part of the autochthon and northeastern part of the 10lVer plate; and a
leucocratic gne iss and amphibolite complex that crops
out along the south flank of the Chemehuevi Mountains.
These units lVill be discussed in order from oldest to
youngest, insofar as relative ages can be determined.

This paper dis cusses major struc tures and rock
units in the two assemblages, with particular emphasis
on the assemblage below the Chemehuevi detachment
faul t.
The following descriptions are drawn from ongoing studies by the author. Complementa"y structural
and stratigraphic studies of rocks above the Chemehue vi detachment faul t are being carried out concurrently by Cameron (this volume) and Pike and Hansen
(this volume).

The oldest unit in the autochthon and lower-plate
crystalline complex is a strongly foliated, variably
mylonitized group of layered gneisses of Precambrian (7) age that crops out in the central and eastern
Chemehuevi Mountains (Fig. 2).
The layered gneiss
unit has a shallow dipping, north- to northeast-striking foliation, and a locally developed subhorizontal
mylonitic lineation. Equivalent rocks in the north

Figure 1. Location map of the
Chemehuevi Mountains and adjoining
region. Mountain ranges from north
to south:
H=Homer, D=Dead, Sa=Sacramen to , Pi=Piute, OW=Old Woman,
Ch=Chemehuevi, W=Whipple, Mo=Mopah,
T=Turtle, I=Iron. Towns: N=Needles, LHC=Lake Havas u City.
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Figure 2. Generalized
geologic map of the
Chemehuevi Mou~tains,
California and Arizona.
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Mohave Wash fault

western pa~t of the range show an older(?), steep,
northeast-striking foliation, with no associated lineation.
The layered gneiss u'1it consists of biotitebearing quartzo-feldspathic gneiss and subordinate
coarse pegmatite, amphibolite, and recrystallized(?)
gabbro/diorite. The gneiss is fine- to coarse-grained
and contains plagioclase, alkali feldspar, quartz, and
muscovite-rich layers interleaved with biotite, with
lesser hornblende and ga~net.

Q

Along the northwestern boundary of the Chemehuevi
Mount3.ins the autochthon consists of an injection
gne iss or in trusi ve complex (Coonrad, 1960), characterized by subvertical sills and concordant plutons as
much as 1 km wide separated by narrow screens of orthogneiss and, locally, layered gneiss. The oldest rock
in this intrusive complex is stronR;ly foliated, lightcolored, biotite-bearing orthogneiss characterized by
biotite clots containing rare hornblende and tabular
gray alkali feldspar. The orthogneiss was intruded by
gneissic aplite and pegpl3.tite dikes.
Contact relations between the layered gneiss UYJit 3.nd gneiss of
the injection gneiss units are gradational, with sills
characteristic of the injection gneiss complex locally
intruding the layered gneisses. These sills are concord3.nt bod ies (up to 4 km by 1 km) of horn blenderich, quartz monzodiorite and quartz diorite that locally intrude both the injection g'1eiss and banded
gne iss complexes, and are considered to be early-crystallizing phases of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic
suite.
Foliated,
northeast-trending subvertical
quartz monzodiorite to granodiorite sills of the plutonic suite int~ude the orthogneisses within the
northern and western area of the injection gneiss complex. Locally these sills compr ise as much as 80% of
the outcrop.
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Figure 3.
Ternary plot showing modal quartz (Q),
alkali feldspar (A), and plagioclase (P) compositions
for the plutonic suite of Chemehuevi Mountains. Symbols for intrusive phases are Kd=quartz diorite to
quartz monzodiorite; Kgd=granodiorite; Kpg=porphyritic
granodiorite to monzogranite; Kg=muscovite bearing
granodiorite to monzogranite; Kgg=garnet monzogranite.
Petrographic classification according to Streckeisen
(1973) .
horn blende- and sphene-rich qua~tz diorite, through
quartz monzodiorite and granodiorite, to leucocratic,
garnet bearing, bioti te-muscovi te monzogranite (Fig.
3).
These intrusive phases are crudely concentric,
the younger and more felsic rocks inward.
This zonation, taken with the overlap in modal compositions,
suggests that the entire suite is cogenetic.

Lowlands along the south flank of the Chemehuevi
Mountains expose a complex of leucocratic gneiss,
amphibolite,
and
fine-grained,
laminated,
biotite
quartzo-feldspathic metasedimentary(?) gneiss. Layers
of well-foliated amphibolite, leucocratic granitic
gneiss, and gneissic pegplatite are commonly interleaved with the leucocratic gneiss.
Intrusive into
this complex is a distinctive garnet-spotted leucogneiss, characterized by linear trains of garnet in a
medium-grained matrix of plagioclase, alkali feldspar,
and purple-gray qU3.rtz.
Texturally homogeneous, leucocratic, fine- to medium-grained, subequigranular,
biotite qua~tz monzonite intrudes the gneissic U'1its
described above and has fine-grained, chilled(?) margins against them. Foliated hornblende-biotite quartz
diorite to quartz monzodiorite, which also locally
intrudes this complex, may be an early mafic phase of
the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite.
The rocks
above the MOhave Wash faul t in the lower plate on the
south flank of the Chemehuevi Mountains resemble
gne issic rocks described by Davis and others (1980)
occurring below the Whipple detachment fault but above
the mylonite front in the western Whipple Mountains.
These rocks also resemble gneissic rocks in the Mohave
Mountains, Arizona, which occur at a structural level
above the Chemehuevi and Whipple detachment faults.

Intrusion of the plutonic suite of Chemehuevi
Mountains appears to have been controlled by the steep
northeast-trending Precambrian(?) foliation in the
autochthon and lower plate in the northern part of the
range, and by a subhorizontal Mesozoic(?) fabric in
the autochthon and lower plate in the southern and
eastern Chemehuevi Mountains. The southeastern margin
of the plutonic suite is well defined; the' northeastern margin is obscured by Mesozoic(?) mylonitization
and deformation caused by Miocene detachment faulting.
The oldest intrusive phase is variably foliated
hornblende-biotite quartz diorite to quartz monzodiorite with 5 to 10 % modal quartz (unit Kd, Fig. 3).
This phase crops out as small concordant bodies up to
1 km by 4 km in plan view that are aligned parallel to
the northeast-striking foliation in the lower plate
near Whale Mountain.
I t is characterized by 18-38%
medium-grained, blue-green hornblende and blue-green
biotite with accessory sphene, magnetite, apatite, and
zoned allanite with overgrowths of epidote.
Similar
rock crops out in the lower plate south of Chemehuevi
Peak, where it intrudes the leucocratic gneiss and
amphibolite complex.

Plutonic suite of Chemehuevi Mountains
Intruding the Precambrian(?) crystalline complex,
and underlying most of the southern and central Chemehuevi Mountains, is the Cretaceous(?) plutonic suite
of Chemehuevi Mou'1tains, first described by Coonrad
(1960) as a quartz diorite body.
Remapping of the
area demonstrates that the interior of the range is
underlain by a concordant, irregularly zoned plutonic
sui te, composed of five intrusive phases.
This plUtonic suite spans a wide compositional range from

A relatively quartz-poor (20 to 27 % modal
quartz), variably porphyritic hornblende-biotite granodiorite (unit Kgd, Fig. 3) locally intrudes and is
gradational to the more mafic quartz diorite to quartz
monzodiorite phase.
The granodiorite includes small,
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equant microcline phenocrysts (up to 1 cm), stubby
blue-green hornblende (4 to 20 %), euhedral biotite (5
to 5%), coarse sphene (1 to 3%), and accessary magnetite, allanite, and zircon. The granodiorite is commonly strongly foliated and contains wallrock xenoliths and cognate quartz diorite inclusions. Deformation of the granodiorite appears to have been concentrated near the contacts of this intrusive phase with
Precambrian(?) gneiss.
Locally, the granodiorite
bears a subhorizontal northeast-trending mylonitic
lineation.
Aplite and pegmatite dikes intrude the
granodiorite; these can be traced into the more leucocratic porphyritic granodiorite to monzonite phase of
the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite.
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The most voluminous phase of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite is a variably porphyritic biotite
granodiorite to monzogranite (unit Kpg, Fig. 3). Zoned
microcline phenocrysts, measuring up to 5 cm in greatest dimension, make up as much as 40% of the volume of
the rock; they are set in a medium-grained groundmass
consisting of quartz, plagioclase, microcline, and
biotite (5 to 12%) as well as accessory sphene, magnetite, apatite, zircon, allanite, and rare primary(?)
muscovite.
The porphyritic granodiorite has intruded
the layered gneiss mit of the older crystalline complex as fine- to medium-grained sills in a lit-par-lit
arrangement.
Borders of this phase against the layered gneiss are fine- to medium-grained, and contain
rare phenocrysts up to 4 cm long.
Inwa>"d, and away
f rom the layered gne iss, these phenocrysts increase in
abundance and primary igneous flow struc tures appea>".
Contacts with the hornblende-biotite granodiorite
phase are typically gradational but locally, the porphyritic unit is younger. Medium- to coarse-grained,
garnet-bearing, muscovite aplite and pegmatite dikes
commonly intrude the porphyritic granodiorite in the
central Chemehuevi MOQntains.
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Figure 4.
Chemical features of the plutonic suite
of Chemehuevi Mountains: Si0 2 versus K20 (wt. %) and
Si0 2 versus [A1203/(CaO+Na20+K20)] (molar %).
Intrusive phase symbols as in Figure 3.
(greater than 69 wt. %), high and subequal amounts of
Na 20 and K20 (2.8 to 5.0 wt.%), and primary(?) muscovite (Fig. 4). These chemical and mineralogic characteristics resemble those of the inner Cordilleran belt
of peraluminous granitoids defined by Miller and Bradfish (1980). However, in the Chemehuevi Mountains the
apparent association of peraluminous granitoids with
older, cogenetic hornblende-sphene-bearing metaluminous intrusive rocks is atypical of this belt. Sills
in the Whipple Mountains to the south (Anderson and
Rowley, 1981) span a compositional range very similar
to the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite.
Both
suites have between 60 and 74 wt.% Si0 2 , 14 to 18 wt.%
A1 2 0 , 2 to 5 wt.% CaO and 3 to 4.5 wt.% Na 20 (Ander3
son and Rowley, 1981; John, unpubl. data). Peraluminous granitic rocks west of the Chemehuevi Mountains
in the Old Woman-Piute Mountains (Miller and Stoddard,
1980) and in the Iron Mountains (Miller and others,
1981) have a similar range in major elements, .but
A1 2 0 and CaO are lower for these ranges.
3

Medium-grained, subequigranular to porphyritic,
muscovite-biotite granodiorite to monzogranite (unit
Kg, Fig. 3) is the youngest phase of the Chemehuevi
Mounta ins pluton ic suite.
The rock weathers to a
light tan color and contains microcline phenocrysts up
to 1.5 cm in greatest dimension in a gromdmass of
quartz, plagioclase, orthoclase (2-4%), biotite (24%), muscovite (1-3%), magnetite, apatite, zircon,
allanite, and rare sphene.
Locally, irregular blocks
of porphyritic granodiorite occur in muscovite-biotite
monzogranite.
Elsewhere, however, contact relations
between the two phases are ambiguous.
The most felsic rocks of the Chemehuevi Mountains
plutonic suite occur as dikes and small bodies less
than 2 km across. Leucocratic, subequigranular, garnet-bearing, muscovite monzogranite (u'1it Kgg, Fig. 3)
occurs as small bodies in the central part of the
Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite.
This phase has
gradational contact relations with the muscovite-biotite monzogranite, but clearly intrudes the porphyritic granodiorite.
Locally, biotite-rich schistose
inclusions with large (1.5 to 3 cm across) red-brown
anhedral garnet define a weak igneous foliation.
Accessary minerals include euhedral apatite, muscovite
0-5%), biotite (less than 1%), garnet (up to 5 mm in
greatest dimension), rare allanite, and zircon; no
sphene was seen in this phase.

All phases of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic
suite have been affected by detachment faulting.
The
rocks typically contain variable amounts of epidote
and clinozoisite, chlorite, calcite, sericite, albite,
and actinolite, formed as alteration products of primd"'"' igneous minerals during faulting.
Limi ted geochronologic data and li tho logic s~m~
larity to dated plutonic suites in the region suggest
a Cretaceous age for the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic
suite (John, 1981). A K-Ar age of 64.1 ± 2.2 m.y. (R.
Marvin, personal commun., 1980) on biotite from the
subequigranular, muscovite-biotite monzogranite (Kg)
in the southern Chemehuevi Mountains is a minimum date
for the plutonic suite. Detailed K-Ar isotopic studies by Martin and others (1981) suggest that mineral
ages are commonly reset below major detachment faul ts

Preliminary chemical data on samples indicate
that the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite is calcalkaline and metaluminous to weakly peraluminous (Fig.
4), and spans a wide range in Si0 2 content of 59.4 to
73.8 weight percent (Fig. 4).
The three youngest
units of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite, Kpg,
Kg and Kgg, are all peralQ~inous, with high Si0 2
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in the region.
Therefore, the Late Cretaceous minimum
age cited above may be substantially younger than the
intrusive age of the rock.

monzodiorite inclusions, and minor fine-grained leucocratic orthogneiss.
The granite porphyry and associated rocks resemble rocks in the Whipple 110untains
that Davis and others (1980) pointed out have textural, mineralogic and compositional affinities to rocks
of 1.4 to 1.5. b.y. age.
The entire suite is cut by
coarse-grained pegmatite dikes and quartz veins.

Dike rocks
Swarms of dikes forming two sets intrude the autochthon and lower plate rocks in the western and central region of the Chemehuevi Mountains (Fig. 5). The
dike-swarms are centered in the Cretaceous(?) Chemehuevi Mountains pluton ic suite; few dikes intrude the
Precambrian(?) older crystalline wallrocks.
Where
intrusive relations have been established, northeasttrending dikes appear to be older than those trending
northwest. The dikes range in composition from coarse
hornblende diorite and olivine gabbro to biotite-bearing dacite porphyry.
Both composition and relative
age of the dikes appear to be only casually related to
orientation.
Dikes vary in thickness from a few centimeters to several meters.
Locally, the swarms account for as much as 10% of the volume of rocks within
the plutonic suite. An orthogonal pattern produced by
northwest- and northeast-trending dikes prevails in
the southwestern Chemehuevi Mountains, whereas in the
central and northern parts of the range this pattern
changes to predominantly east-west in trend (Fig. 5).

In the we stern Chemehuevi Mountains, upper-plate
crystalline rocks are composed of augen gneiss, amphibolite, orthogneiss and paragneiss, and the granite
porphyry (described above), all of Precambrian(?) age.
Dike rocks
Intrusive into the Precambrian(?) granite porphyry and gneisses in the western Chemehuevi Mountains is
a suite of northwest-trending diabase dikes, which are
characterized by hornblende intergrown with laths of
plagioclase.
Light-colored quartz porphyry dikes form a westnorthwest trending swarm that cuts the Precambrian(?)

Quaternary
undivided

Rare altered, xenolith-bearing, garnet-bearing
hornblende diorite dikes that intrude the older !1ornblende- bioti te granod ior ite ph"lse of the Chemehuevi
Mountains plutonic suite are considered the oldest
dikes. One steeply dipping east-west trending dike of
this type crops out in the southeastern Chemehuevi
Mountains and a second crops out in the northeastern
part of the range. Mafic and ul tr"lmafic xenoliths in
these dikes that range in size from 1 cm to 6 cm
across are commonly associated with coarse hornblende
crystals (as large as 4 cm), in a mediull-grained matrix consisting of hornblende, clinopyroxene, biotite,
plagioclase, and garnet.

Tertiary
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dikes in Kgu
@Whale Mtn.

Precambrian
~

/\....
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low angle fault
contact

Nor theast- and northwest-trending olivine gabbro
dikes containing fine-grained plagioclase laths and
interstitial Olivine, magnetite, and secondary green
hornblende are considered to be of intermediate age.
Light-gray to tan weathering hornblende-biotite dacite(?) and biotite dacite porphyry comprise the youngest common dikes; they trend north to northwest.
Dark colored, porphyritic andesite dikes with plagioclase phenocrysts form a minor intrusive phase; these
dikes have no apparent systematic orientation. In the
northern Chemehuevi Mountains, west of Whale Mountain,
fine-grained hornblende-bearing biotite granodiorite
dikes intrude both the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic
suite and Precambrian(?) older crystalline rocks.
--,
STRUCTURAL ASSEMBLAGE 2 - UPPER PLATE ROCKS
Older crystalline rocks
Crystalline rocks crop out above the Chemehuevi
detachment fault in the western Chemehuevi Mountains,
and along both sides of the Colorado River (Fig. 2).
Grani te porphyry and associated quartz monzonite and
quartz monzodiorite are the major rock types in the
upper-plate assemblage along both sides of the Colorado River.
The granite porphyry is characterized by
abundant, coarse grained (1 to 5 cm across) alkali
feldspar phenocrysts set in a medium-grained matrix
consisting of plagioclase, quartz, alkali feldspar,
biotite, and hornblende.
The phenocrysts are pale
gray to violet in color and are typically aligned in a
moderately- to well-developed primary flow foliation.
Included in the granite porphyry are older hornblenderich, variably porphyritic, quartz monzonite to quartz

o
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Figure 5.
Generalized map shOWing the distribution
of dikes in the autochthon and lower plate, western
Chemehuevi Mountains.
Dikes intrude the Chemehuevi
Mountains plutonic suite (Kgu).
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Keith and others, 1980; Miller and others, 1981) is
expressed in the Chemehuevi Mountains as well. Superimposed on the resulting ductile features are brittle
and ductile structures related to late Tertiary detachment faul ti ng.

rocks and the diabase dikes.
These dikes are characterized by resorbed quartz, plagioclase, and alkali
feldspar phenocrysts in a fine-grained groundmass.
Dikes of this :,ock type crop out along the western
flank of the Chemehuevi Mou~tains; they may be related
to 'In epizonal, hornblende-bearing, quartz-rich biotite-monzogranite pluton that is exposed in the southeastern Sacramento Mountains (Fig. 1).

Mylonitic rocks
Locally developed mylonitic fabrics in the Chemehue vi Mountains apparently formed during three deformational events.
The oldest mylonitic gneiss in the
range is found in the injection gneiss complex in the
northHestern Chemehuevi Mou'1tains, where it occurs as
sparse zones in the biotite orthogneiss unit.
The
orientation of this mylonitic fabric is va~iable because blocks of the biotite orthogneiss occur as inclusions in Cretaceous granodiorite in this area.
These blocks preserve evidence of a Precambrian(7)
mylonit izat ion.

Cenozoic rocks
Sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Tertiary age
lie in the upper plate along the flanv.3 of the Chemehuevi Mountains; these rocks have nonconformable and
faul t contacts with the older crystalline rocks and
dikes.
Upper plate Tertiary rocks in the southern Chemehuevi Mountains crop out nonconformably above a thin
sheet of older crystalline rocks of the upper plate.
Volcanic rocks in this area include andesite and dacite flows overlain by rhyolite and olivine-bearing
basal ts. Locally, welded tuff and tuffaceous conglomerate are interstratified within the volcanic section.

A you'1ger mylonitic fabric was imposed on earlycrystallized phases of the Chemehuevi Mountains plutonic suite, in particular on the quartz diorite and
granodiorite intrusive phases.
This fabric parallels
the trend in mylonitic gneiss that is developed regionally throughout southeastern California and western Arizona.
Precambrian( 7) gneiss in the eastern
part of the range typically has a shallowly-dipping
foliation and a penetrative subhorizontal lineation
trending N40 0 E to N60 0 E. Locally intrusive into this
gneiss are the quartz diOrite to quartz monzodiorite
and granodiorite phases of the Chemehuevi Mountains
plutonic suite, both of w\1ich bear a primary igneous
foliation.
Near contacts with the Precambrian(7)
gneiss, these intrusive phases acquired a weak metamorphic foliation and a similar subhorizontal northeast-trending mylonitic lineation, the latter defined
by elongate quartz grains and broken hornblende crystals.
Younger plutonic phases lack this fabric and
locally intrude it.
The mylonitic fabric therefcre
appears to have formed in part during Cretaceous (7)
intrusion, as has also been suggested for the Whipple
Mountains (Davis and others, 1980) and Iron Mountains
(Miller and others, 1981), both in California; and for
the Santa Catalina-Rincon-Tortolita Mountains, Arizona
(Keith and others, 1980).

The Tertiary section in the eastern Chemehuevi
Mou'1tains is composed of flows of basalt, andesite,
and dacite; welded tuff and monolithologic breccia;
all overlain by a sequence of we Ided tuff, basal t and
thick interstratified conglomerate and sandstone.
Contacts of this section with crystalline rocks of the
upper plate are low-angle faults.
Locally, Tertiary
rocks above the Chemehuevi detachment faul t are overlain in low-angle fault contact by a higher plate of
Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks.
POST-DETACHMENT ROCKS
Flat lying marl, clay, silt, and sand of the Pliocene Bouse Formation unconformably overlie structural
assemblages 1 and 2. Younger coarse-grained, locally
derived fanglomerates and terrace deposits of Colorado
River gravel consisting of well-rounded quartzite and
limestone pebbles and cobbles dip 2 to 50 into the
Colorado River trough.
The lack of deformation of
this sequence of sediments suggests a Pliocene upper
limi t on the age of detachment faul ting.

Despite the vast region underlain by mylonitic
gneiss having a consistent subhorizontal northeasttrending lineation, and the large number of current
studies of these rocks, no satisfactory consistent
explanation for their origin has been proposed. As in
the case of the Whipple Mountains, and in other ranges
along the Colorado River trough, mylonitic gneiss in
the Chemehuevi Mountains having this consistent northeast-trending mylonitic lineation is truncated by the
Tertiary detachment faults.

Four small pluglike bodies of vesicular augite
olivine basalt intrude and partially fuse brecciated,
chloritized, porphyritic granodiorite of the lower
plate in the west central Chemehuevi Mountains.
The
basalt has a distinctive red-b:'own color that contrasts with the dUll green to brown-weathering dike
swarms of the lower plate and autochthon.
The vesicularity of these plugs suggests shallow emplacement,
and thus these plugs appear to post-date detachment
faUlting and its attendant brecciation, chloritization, and tectonic denudation.
They may be correlative with the post-detachment olivine-bearing basalt
flows intercalated with the upper Miocene fanglomerate
of Osborn Wash, a unit that is exposed to the south in
the Whipple and Buckskin Mountains (Davis and others,
1980; Carr, 1981).

The youngest deformational event which produced
mylonitic gneiss in the Chemehuevi Mountains was Tertiary detachment faulting.
All rock types of the autochthon and 10Her plate of the Chemehuevi Mountains
are cut by variably oriented microfaults and thin ductile shear zones which increase in number toward each
of the two detachment faul ts, the Chemehuevi and Mohave Wash detachment faul ts. At the deepest structural level exposed below the Chemehuevi detachment
faul t, thin (up to 1 m thick) zones of myloniti c
gneiss with well-developed lineation and/or foliation
crop out.
Individually, these zones of mylonitic
gneiss cannot be traced for more than ten meters, but
as a group they appear to be transitional upward to
more brittle microfaults.
These microfaults are
marked
by
quartz±chlorite±epidote±calcite±hematite
gouge or microbreccia veinlets 5 mm to 1.5 em thick,

STRUCTURE
The structural history of the Chemehuevi Mountains is complex and is not yet completely understood.
Crystalline rocks in the autochthon and lower plate
record a series of intrusive and ductile deformational
events that range in age from Precambrian (7) to Miocene.
The apparent synkinematic nature of plutonism
and mylonitization that has been noted by many workers
in the southern Cordillera (Davis and others, 1980;
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in the chlor>ite breccia zone.
The timing of detach;nent faul ting is poorly constra ined in the Chemehuevi Mou11tains.
The oldest undeformed sedimentary rocks are those of the Pliocene
Bouse Format ion whicl-t overl ies the faul ts unconformably, thus placing an upper limit on the age of detachment faulting. Steeply southwar>d dipping Tertiary
volcanic rocks above the Chemehuevi detachment fault
include a sphene-bear'ing, blue-sanidine tuff; sanidine
from the tuff yielded a K-Ar age of 18.1 ± 0.6 m.y.
(Howa~d and others, 1982).
This age indicates tilting
of the upper plate after that time.
The timing of
movement along the Mohave Wash fault is even less well
constrained.
Rocks above the Chemehuevi detachment
faul tare noHhere cut by the Mohave \-lash faul t, and
locally upper plate rocks sit in faul t contact Hi th
those of the autochthon. These relations suggest that
the Mohave Hash fault is either slightly older or contemporaneous Hith the Chemehuevi detachment fault.

the latter consisting of and bordered by siliceous
selvages.
Where dikes or compositional layering in
the crystalline rocks a~e cut by these microfaul ts and
ductile shear zones, separations up to tens of centimeters can be measured.
No systematic orientation of
these microfaul ts has yet been recognized. The relationship of these rnicrofaul ts and ductile shear zones
to detac~ent faulting has not yet been determined but
they are clearly concentrated subjacent to the two
detac~ent faults.
Major Faul ts
The most prominent structural feature in the Chemehuevi Mountains is the Tertiary low-angle Chemehuevi
detachment fault that flanks the range and separates
upper plate Precambrian(?) to Miocene rocks from lower
plate and autochthonous crystalline r'ocks. Separation
along this faul t is not known because no source of
upper plate rocks has been recognized in the lower
plate or autochthon.
The similar> (equivalent?) Hhipple Mountains fault in ranges to the south is inferred
to represent tens of kilometers of northeastward r>elative movement of the hanging wall (Davis and others,
1980; Carr, 1981).

SUMMARY
The Chemehuevi Mountains of southeastern California are underlain by a large Cretaceous(?) plutonic
suite that is situated along the eastern limit of voluminous Mesozoic plutonism.
Intrusive phases of this
suite form a zoned complex and span a wide compositional range fr'Om metal~~inous quartz diorite to peraluminous garnetiferous granite.
Locally, the ea~ly
crystallized phases of the plutonic suite and their
wallrocks bear a regionally-developed subhorizontal
mylonitic foliation and penetrative northeast-trending
mineral lineation.
The close spatial and temporal
association of mylonitization and plutonism in the
Chemehuevi Mountains implies a genetic relationship.
Younger, thin ductile shear zones and brittle microfaul ts cut across these mylonites, and are concentrated below the two Tertiary detachment faults that are
exposed in and around the flanks of the range.

The Chemehuevi detachment faul t consists of a
well-defined planar surface, underlain by a ledge-forming layer of micro breccia and green chloritized breccia measuring several meters to tens of meters thick.
Locally, the fault may be marked by a zone of chloritized gouge and dark red clay and silt, rock types
that are inter layered with relatively U'1a 1 tered gneiss
and granite fragments derived from the lower plate.
The remarkable layering may owe its or igi n to gra in
sorting during fault movement.
Cameroon and others
(1981) showed that the faul t surface undulated with a
wavelength of several kilometers and an amplitude of
several hundred meters.
The Mohave Wash faul t lies
structur-ally below the Chemehuevi detachment fault, in
the interior of the range, and is cut by steep DOr'thwest-trending normal faults.
Unlike the str'ucturally
higher Chemehuevi detachment faul t, in general the
Mohave Wash fault cuts across the interior' of the
range, and only locally is paralleled by the present
topography.
This low-angle faul t has offset plutonic
contacts in the lower plate between 1 and 2 km northeastward relative to the autochthon. Horizontal striae that trend S60 0 W on the top of the autochthon are
expos ed in a wi ndow along Trampas Wash. In c r'oss section, the Mohave Wash fault is spoon-shaped and opens
0
northeastward.
It dips between 20 and 25 , depending
on underlying rock type. Where the faul t cuts massive
porphyritic granodiorite in the western Chemehuevi
Mountains, it is defined by a moderately north-dipping
zone as much as 70 m thick of chloritized, finely comminuted rock.
Where it cuts subhorizontally foliated
gneiss of the eastern part of the range, the fault is
characterized by a thin, subhorizontal ledge-forming
microbreccia that is sandwiched between two zones of
chloritic breccia.
Locally, the lower plate between
t he Mohave Wash and Chemehuevi detachment faul ts
pinches out, and the upper plate lies in tectonic contact on the autochthon.
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View of the Hewberry Detachment Fault and its ramp near Big Bend as seen looking southwest toward the Dead Mountains and its ramp.

DETACilllENT FAULTING IN THE SOUTHEASTERN
NEHBERRY MOUNTAINS, CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

~lID-TERTIARY

Randall S. Mathis
Department of Geological Sciences
San Diego State University
San Diego, California 92182

ABSTRACT
Field studies in the Newberry Mountains of
southeastern Nevada have defined the existence of an
Oligocene (?) to middle ~liocene lm,,-angle normal
fault, referred to as a detachment fault, which
encircles the range. This fault was partially
mapped by Volborth (1973) who interpreted it as a
Tertiary thrust fault. This detachment fault is
considered to be part of a regional wave-like fault
surface related to mid-Tertiary extension within the
western United States. The detachment fault is a
subhorizontal surface Hhich has been warped and
domed, producing fault surfaces that dip away from
the core of the range. This fault is inferred to be
continuous "lith detachment faults to the south in
the Dead l1ountains, to the I"est at Homer Mountain,
to the north in the Eldorado Mountains, and to the
east in the Black l1ountains. The upper-plate
allochthonous units consist of Precambrian rapakivi
granite, containing large potassium-feldspar
phenocrysts, Hhich is depositionally overlain by
Tertiary volcanic rocks. These volcanic rocks
appear to be equivalent to the Patsy Mine Volcanics
of Anderson (1978) in the Eldorado l10untains and
Alcyone Volcanics of Thorson (1971) in the Black
l1ountains. These volcanic rocks have been
interpreted as a caldera sequence of late Oligocene
to early ~1iocene age. The lmver-plate complex
consists largely of fine-grained rapakivi granite
that has been assigned a Tertiary age by Volborth on
the basis of fission-track age dating. These rocks
are almost certainly Precambrian or Mesozoic,
hOHever, and record a Tertiary isotopic resetting
event related to detachment faulting. Striae on the
detachment surface and the southHestward block
rotations of the upper-plate Tertiary volcanic rocks
indicate northeastward relative movement of the upper
plate. A chlorite-breccia zone (la's to laO's of
meters deep) exists Hithin the lOHer-plate
crystalline rocks, just below the detachment surface.
Hithin this brecciated zone, numerous anastomosing
faults exist that indicate varied movement, but
collectively depict a southwest-northeast movement.
The direction of motion along these faults indicates
a genetic relationship betHeen them and the detachment fault. The existance of these faults, along
with their relative motion, suggests that the
movement of the upper plate may have been a
collective process of slip along the lower-plate
faults together "lith that of the detachment fault.

bound by the Piu te Valley on the Ives t, the Eldorado
Hountains to the north, the Colorado River to the
east, and the northern Dead Mountains to the south
(Figure 1).
A geologic map was made of an area located in
the southeastern Newberry Mountains consisting of
T.32S./R.66. and the lower half of T.3lS./R.66E.
~IDBM, Hhich covers approximately 115 km 2 (Figure 2).
This covers the area from Big Bend, on the Colorado
River, to roughly 6 km north of Davis Dam; an areal
distance of 15 km.
The main access roads into the area consist of
tHO paved roads: Nevada State Highway 163 Hhich runs
east-Hest, and River Front Road Hhich parallels the
Colorado River on the Nevada side. The access to
more remote areas is via unpaved utility roads,
unimproved dirt roads, and jeep trails. The utility
roads have been very Hell maintained, but some of
the unimproved dirt roads and jeep trails require
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INTRODUCTION
Location and Accessibility

Figure 1. Generalized diagram shoHing the detachmen t terrane surrounding the NeHberry 11ountains.
Ruled pattern designates the study area. Dashed
regions are the lOHer-plate cores of the ranges.

The NeHberry 110untains are a north-trending
group of ridges located at the southern tip of
Clark County, Nevada. The Newberry Mountains are
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Figure 2. Geologic map of southeastern Newberry Mountains, Clark County,
southeastern Nevada. Abbreviations used are as follolvs: peg = Precambrian
rapakivi granite; Tpv = Tertiary Patsy Mine Volcanics; Qs = Quaternary alluvial
sediments; NDF = llewberry Detachment Fault.
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5 mi.

Figure 3.
Upper-plate Precambrian rapakivi granite.
with their thin plagioclase rims.

Note the large potassium-feldspar phenocrysts

used 7.5 minute U.S.G.S. topographic sheets for
field mapping. This scale was later reduced to
1:62,500 scale to facilitate its inclusion in this
report (Figure 2).

the use of a four-wheel drive vehicle. Fortunately,
there is some type of road within 450 meters of the
detachment fault outcrops within the entire study
area.

Previous Geologic Studies in the Area

Purpose and Nethod of Study

One of the first geologic reports of the area
<vas done by J. S. Newberry (1861), for whom the
mountains were named. Newberry was a geologist
with the Ives expedition of 1857-58 which ascended
the Colorado River to the mouth of the Virgin River
and made numerous traverses into the adjacent
country. The next person to study the range was
G. K. Gilbert (1875), who served as a geologist with
the I-Iheeler Survey in 1871-73 and follmved the
Colorado River from the southern tip of Nevada into
the Grand Canyon. Gilbert made notes on the
principal kinds of rocks along the route and on
locations of major faults.
in 1909, F. C. Schrader
produced a 1:250,000 scale geologic map of western
Arizona covering a belt along the Colorado River
extending south of latitude 36° and westward into
Nevada to longitude 114°45'. F. L. Ransome (1923)
mapped and described the Tertiary volcanic sequences
and the granite prophyry masses exposed in the
Oatman mining district, located in the southern part
of the Black Mountains, Arizona.
Carl Lausen (1931)
added little to Ransome's geologic findings and dealt
primarily with the gold-silver mineralization of the
district. Recent studies by Thorson (1971) have
proved very helpful in providing petrologic descriptions of the Tertiary volcanic units, along with
K-Ar age determinations, within the Oatman district.

Published maps and reports dealing with the
geology of the Newberry Hountains are all of a
reconnaissance nature. This area, therefore, offers
prospects of new information that may be critical for
deciphering the history of detachment faulting in the
region. The present study was undertaken to extend
and supplement current knowledge of detachment
faulting in the northern Colorado River Trough, and
more specifically the southeastern Newberry Mountains
of southern Nevada.
2 The area studied consists of approximately 115
km , much of it with rugged terrain, making it
impossible to cover in detail during the available
field time. Therefore, the resulting map is
necessarily of a reconnaissance nature. The
detachment fault, however, was mapped in as much
detail as possible (Figure 2).
Volborth's (1973) geologic map of the area
proved most helpful in locating the detachment fault,
eVen though the author disagrees with many of
Volborth's structural interpretations. He mapped
the detachment fault as a thrust fault of Tertiary
age, partly on the basis of the involvement of
Tertiary volcanic rocks and partly on the basis of
Tertiary ages of the crystalline rocks. Volborth's
map was generated at 1:125,000 scale, but the author
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Figure 4. Volcanic ash-flmv tuffs; basal Patsy Hine Volcanics (late Oligocene (?) to early tilocene).
These strata are dipping roughly 50° tmvard the southIVest.

Recent Studies

faults of the Colorado River Trough to extensional
rather than compressional tectonics. He describes
the Eldorado llountains as an area of maj or imbricate
normal faulting accompanied by pronounced eastward
rotation of Tertiary strata. Hiocene listric normal
faults were interpreted as merging with a subhorizontal basal fault surface below which extension by
normal faulting had not occurred. Displacement of
Tertiary rocks above the inferred basal surface was,
as a consequence of fault geometries, westIVard
(S 70° W) relative to lower-plate autochthonous
units.

C. R. LonglVell (1963) performed reconnaissance
mapping of the geology betIVeen Lake Head and Davis
Dam, and although he mapped the Tertiary volcanic
rocks of the Eldorado and NeIVberry Hountains at
1:125,000 scale, he did not differentiate the Precambrian crystalline rocks. Also, on the basis of
stratigraphic position, thickness, and composition,
LonglVell suggested correlation of the Oatman district
volcanic rocks IVith the volcanic rocks that he mapped
to the north betIVeen Lake Head and Davis Dam (including the NeIVberry Hountains). R. E. Anderson (197la)
later redefined the Patsy Hine Volcanics of Longwell
(1963), which the author believes to be correlative
to those volcanic rocks found in the eastern Newberry
11ountains. Longwell (1963) also described a low-angle
thrust-like fault zone in the Precambrian granites
near Davis Dam. Recent work by Anderson (197la) on
the tectonic structure of the Nelson block agrees
well IVith this interpretation if extended southward
to the present area.

Volborth (1973) described the geology of the
Eldor.odo, Nelvberry, 'ind northern Dead 110untains as
a granite complex. Volborth described the ranges
as anticlinal zones IVhose axial parts are occupied
by Tertiary granitic plutons enveloped by Precambrian
gneisses, schists, and granites which were metamorphosed during the Laramide Orogeny. Volborth
mapped these Precambrian rocks in thrust fault
contact with the "Tertiary" crystalline rocks
composing the cores of the ranges. Although the
author disagrees Ivith Volborth' s interpretation of
the structural and geochronological data, his petrologic descriptions have proved invaluable.

Anderson's study (1971a) of low-angle faulting
in the Eldorado Hountains, just north of the Newberry
Hountains, was the first to attribute the Imv-angle
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Figure 5. Detachment fault exposed at klippe, Hest of Big Bend.
crystalline rocks dated at 12 m.y.B.P. by K-Ar method.

LITHOLOGIC UNITS

Sample location of 10l,er-plate

diorite (Lausen, 1931; Volborth, 1973). h'here this
rapakivi granite is juxtoposed against the detachment fault it displays a reddish-broHn hue. These
porphyritic granitic rocks are probably equivalent
to the 1.4 - 1.5 b.y.B.P. rapakivi granite suite
that extends from h'isconsin to California (Silver
and others, 1977).

Upper-Plate Units (Allochthonous)
Crystalline Basement Rocks
Crystalline rocks of the upper plate primarily
flank the sides of the NeHberry Mountains, but a
feH klippen are found on the roof portion of the
range, east of Spirit Mountain.
Petrologic
descriptions of these rocks have been reported by
Ransome (1923), Lausen (1931), LongHell (1963), and
Volborth (1973).

Tertiary Volcanic Rocks
The upper-plate rapakivi granite is nonconformably overlain by Tertiary volcanic rocks.
These volcanic rocks Here first mapped by LongHell
(1963) as Patsy Hine Volcanics. Anderson C1971a)
later redefined the Patsy Mine Volcanics in the
Eldorado Uountains and described this formation in
1977 and 1978.
In Hhat appears to be an equivalent
volcanic unit in the Black Mountains, Ransome (1923)
and Lausen (1931) described the Alcyone Trachyte.
Thorson (1971) later redefined this unit and called
it the A1cyone Formation consisting of five members.
Thorson interprets these rocks as a caldera sequence
of late Oligocene to early Hiocene age.

The upper-plate crystalline rocks consist of
Precambrian coarse-grained "rapakivi" granite. This
dark, brOHnish granite is distinctly porphyritic
and contains gray to pink, perthitic microcline
phenocrysts, Hhich are mantled by fine-grained
allotriomorphic quartz, microcline, and albitic
plagioclase. These phenocrysts average 1 to 2 em,
but may be as large as 3 by 6 em, and account for
20 to 80 percent of the total rock (Figure 3).
The matrix of the rock in \vhich the large phenocrysts are set consists of quartz, plagioclase, and
biotite. The quartz is of an opalescent, bluish
color and is translucent rather than transparent.
Plagioclase phenocrysts rarely exceed 2 by 5 mm,
and can be recognized in hand specimen, especially
on \veathered surfaces, by their yellowish-gray
color and brighter appearance as compared to the
potassium feldspar. Due to the dark color of the
bluish quartz and its integral association with
biotite, of Hhich the rock contains 3 to 8 percent,
the whole rock appears to be much darker than one
Hould assume for a rock containing 30 to 45 percent
modal quartz.
Even in fresh cuts the granite is
dark gray, and resembles less acidic rocks such as

LongHe11 (1963) suggested that the lOHest
trachyte unit in the Oatman district (A1cyone
Trachyte) corresponds in a general Hay to the lower
part of the Patsy Jfine Volcanics. He concluded that
largely on the basis of megascopic examination,
brmvn andesite seems predominate in the latter, but
detailed petrographic study may show that much of
the rock is trachyte. Also in the favor of the
suggested correlation are:
(1) similar average
composition of the assemblage, near or identical
with that of andesite; (2) location in the lower
part of each section; and (3) similar maximum
thicknesses.
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Figure 6.
Exposure of detachment fault which separates reddish upper-plate rapakivi granite from
light-green; sh lmcer-plate crystalline rocks. Located at detachment fault north of Nevada State
HiglllJay 163.

belm., the Nel.,berry detachment fault occupy the core
of the range and underlie its highest peaks
(Figures 2).

In general, the colors of this unit, when
viewed from a distance, are characteristically
brown to greenish gray.
Some flows are reddish,
perhaps due to the oxidation of the ferromagnesian
silicates, while others, more basic in composition,
are of a rather dark gray hue (Figure 4). Flows
vary in thickness from a few meters to many tens
of meters, but are commonly 5 to 10 meters thick.
Hany are vesicular or amygdaloidal in their upper
parts.
Interbedded with the flows are ash-flow
tuffs which exhibit welded glass shards and fiamme
structures of collapsed pumice. A very Icell bedded
lithic tuff provides an excellent marker horizon.
This light colored unit resembles a sedimentary tuff
breccia, composed of green or maroon, angular to
sub-rounded fragments of volcanic rocks in a finegrained light green matrix. Locally, explosion
breccia of rhyolitic composition is found.
Such
breccia units are made up largely of angular
fragments of volcanic rocks, which vary in size from
small to relatively large dimensions (several meters
across) (Lausen, 1931; Longlcell, 1963; Thorson,
1971) .

Older Metamorphic Rocks
Schist and banded gneiss, which contain large
(1 to 2 em) potassium-feldspar porphyroblasts, are
exposed in the northern Newberry Mountains, locally
along its eastern flank, and in the northern Dead
Hountains. An isotopic age of 1. 7 b. y. has been
suggested by Volborth (1973) as an age for these
rocks. This age determination is compatible with
regional packages of Precambrian rock units present
across Arizona (Reynolds, 1980).
Precambrian Intrusive Rocks
The most. widely distributed granite of the
area is a light colored, orthoclase-rich rapakivi
granite that occupies the core of the Newberry
Mountains. These granitic rocks display plagioclase
mantles on the potassium-feldspar phenocrysts.
Mafic minerals comprise less than 10 percent of
these rocks.

Lm.,er-Plate (Autochthonous) Units

The grain size of this unit is gradational from
coarse to aphanitic (1.5 em - 0.5 em to less than
0.1 em).
Coarse, granular textures are most
pronounced in the central, more deeply exposed parts

General Statement
Because of the domical form of the Newberry
Mountains, autochthonous crystalline rock units
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Figure 7.
Areal photograph of upper-plate klippe, located along River Front
Road, near Big Bend. Note the planar fabric of the lmver-plate rocks.
Use Hidth
of tHo-lane road for scale.

Figure 8. Resistant ledge of microbreccia exposed along the detachment
fault.
Close-up of detachment surface seen Figure 6.
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Figure 9. 11icrobreccia (5 - 10 em thick) exhibiting flow-banding, collected
[rom exhumed detachment surface in the northern part of the study area.

l1esozoic Intrusive Rocks

of the plutons.
Border zones of the large plutons
are mostly medium to fine-grained, with microgranitic
and aphanitic varieties present along the contacts.
These- granitic rocks are often found intruding into
the older metamorphic rocks.
In the roof portion of
the mountains (e.g. southeast of Spirit Hountain),
this granite is conspicuously miarolitic (Volborth,
1973) •

Intrusive granitic rocks which contain phenocrysts of muscovite, biotite, and garnet are found
locally intruding into the lower-plate Precambrian
metamorphic and granitic rocks.
For the sake of
simplification these rocks were not mapped
separately, but as part of the lower-plate
crystalline rocks. This two-mica garnetiferous
granitoid is typical of Hesozoic rocks in the area.
Intrusive rocks with the same characteristic
mineral assemblage seen elsewhere in the region have
been assigned a l1esozoic age by isotopic age dating
(Hiller and Bradfish, 1980).

Volborth (1973) has assigned a Tertiary age to
these rocks on the basis of fission-track isotopic
age dating. His ages range roughly from 10 to 20
m.y.B.P. (the period of detachment faulting, approximately) for these lower-plate granitic rocks.
Donna Hartin, of San Diego State University, has
dated a sample of these same lower-plate granitic
rocks using the K-Ar method. Her age determination
for a sample collected near the klippe across from
Big Bend was 12 m.y. (Figures 2 and 5). She
interprets this relatively young age as a product of
the mid-Tertiary isotopic resetting due to detachment faulting Q1artin and others, 1980, 1981). The
author believes that this age may record the last
movement along the detachment fault, since the
sample was coll~cted within one meter of the eroded
fault surface. This date is very close to that
suggested by R. E. Anderson for the last movement
along the low-angle fault in the Eldorado Hountains,
at 11 m.y.B.P. (Shackelford, pers. corum., 1981).

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Newberry Detachment Fault
The most impressive single structural element
of the Newberry l10untains is a low-angle (10°-30°)
normal fault, previously mapped by Volborth (1973)
as a thrust fault, which separates the terrane into
upper- and lower-plate assemblages.
The surface is
spectacularly exposed at numerous localities within
the southeastern Newberry Hountains (Figures 2, 5,
and 6).
It is clearly visible in the Bureau of Land
l1anagement 1: 24,000 colored areal photographs as an
irregular contact betl"een light-colored, lower-plate
rocks and darker, upper-plate rocks which are
typically reddish-brm"ll (Figure 7). I t typically
resembles the low-angle faults present in other
areas (e.g. the Eldorado Hountains to the north,
Anderson, 1971a; and the Dead Hountains near
Needles, California, Frost, pers. comm., 1981).

The original age of these "Tertiary" lOI"erplate rocks is probably 1.4 - 1.5 b.y.B.P. based
largely on their characteristic rapakivi texture.
Such rocks are seen widely across Arizona and southeastern California and have been dated in the
Hualapai l10untains (Kessler, 1977), Hhipple
l10untains (Anderson and others, 1979), and Harble
Hountains (Hasserburg and Lanphere, 1965).
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Figure 10. Vie,,, looking south at the ramp of the detachment surface.
klippe at the base of the ramp. Location: west of Big Bend.
The fault is most obvious in the field where the
reddish-brown upper-plate granite is in contact with
the light greenish lower-plate granite, usually
flanking the base of the mountain. Aphanitic, sometimes flinty microbreccia underlies the surface
along much of its trace. These finely pulverized
rocks form a layer that is typically 2 to 10 cm
thick and resistant to weathering and erosion
(Figures 8). As a consequence, the fault surface is
commonly left exhumed when sheared and brecciated
upper-plate rocks are eroded. The resistant cap of
microbreccia produces a distinctive ledge immediately
below the fault.
Recently exhumed exposures of the
detachment surface are commonly planar and typically
display a reddish-brown patina. This microbreccia
exhibits flow-banding (Figure 9), and small-scale
normal faulting. This micro breccia is believed to
be a reflection of superplasticity, suggesting that
the layer may act as a fluid-like lubricant along
which the upper plate moves (Phillips and Sammis,
1982; Phillips, this volume).

Notice the dark-colored

This transport direction is further supported by the
minute fractures, or normal faults, which form
within the microbreccia. These fractures trend
roughly N200W and are formed perpendicular to the
movement of the upper plate (Frost, pers. comm.,
1981).
Although the actual contact between upper and
lower plates is razor-sharp, movement along the
detachment surface has had a profound effect on the
rocks below most segments of the fault. Enigmatically, shearing and brecciation of allochthonous
rocks are found confined to \dthin several meters
above the fault.
Below the fault, however, the
effects of faulting carl extend downwar~ as far as
250 to 300 meters (Davis and others, 1979). These
effects include the pulverization of lower-plate
crystalline rocks to fine-grained, structurless
breccia. An intense and pervasive alteration occurs
throughout the entire structurally disturbed zone.
Chlorite and epidote are major secondary minerals
that give a pale green color to the rocks of the
altered zone which is termed the chlorite-breccia
zone.

The resistant brown microbreccia tends to
protect the outline of the fault surface and
typically the ramp of the detachment fault is
preserved (Figure 10). The outline and relief of the
mountain range, at least in the area studied, seems
to be controlled by the resistance of the detachment
fault microbreccia to erosion.

Hithin this highly deformed chlorite-breccia
zone, numerous faults exist that are subparallel to
the detachment surface. Hany of these fault
surfaces are exposed at a rock quarry near Big Bend.
These faults form an imbricate, curvi-planar fabric
within the lm"er-plate rocks, which is easily seen
in areal view (Figure 7). On a smaller scale,
these faults appear to have an anastomosing behavior

Slickenside striae on the detachment surface
display a slightly varied movement, but generally
trend northeast-southwest -- usually N70° + 10oE.
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Figure 11. Lower-plate fault "hich exhibits striae, and the beginning of separation into two
subparallel faults.
Location: rock quarry 0.5 km north of klippe, near Big Bend.

in which they weave in and out of each other
(Figures 11 and 12).

The northwest strike of the normal faults,
southwest sense of rotation of the Tertiary volcanic
blocks, orientation of the fault striae (on all
fault surfaces), and the minute fractures found on
the microbreccia are kinematic indicators that
collectively indicate that displacements along the
Newberry detachment fault and synchronous extension
in the upper-plate allochthonous units were
northeast-directed with trends of N70° + 100E.

Striations and mullion structures on these
fault surfaces indicate varied movement, but
collectively depict a northeast-southwest movement.
The direction of motion along these faults indicates
a genetic relationship between them and the detachment fault.
Movement of the upper plate may have
been a collective process of slip, involving both
the lower-plate faults and the detachment fault.
This conclusion is suggested both by the very
existence of these anastomosing faults, and their
relative motion.

Geometry of the Detachment Surface
The general form of the detachment surface
exposed in the Newberry Mountains is a north-trending
antiform. This domal shape has previously been
mentioned by Lausen (1931), Lon~vell (1963), and
Volborth (1973). The Newberry antiformal arch is
part of a regional wavelike detachment fault surface
which is known to extend from Nevada to Sonora,
Nexico.

Geometry of the Upper-Plate Structures
The eastern Newberry Hountains, near Davis Dam,
exhibit imbricate listric (?) normal faulting
accompanied by pronounced southwestward rotation of
the Tertiary volcanic strata. These strata dip
roughly 50° ± 6° to the southwest where they are
truncated by northeast-dipping normal faults.
Displacement along some of these faults is believed
to have been enough to juxtopose the Tertiary rocks
of the hanging wall against crystalline rocks of the
fotwall (Figure 13). These normal faults are
believed to flatten downward, merging with the
detachment surface, as suggested by Anderson (197la)
in the Eldorado Mountains to the north.

Hore than one hundred major antiforms and
synforms of the detachment surface have been noted
in the region. The development of these elongate
antiforms and synforms appears to have been
contemporaneous with detachment faulting, and a
genetic relationship between the two has been
suggested by Cameron and others (1981). Cameron and
others (1981) also suggested mid-Tertiary northeast-
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Figure 12. Lower-plate fault surfaces which display an anastomosing behavior.
The secondary
fault joins the main fault surface at its ends, forming a lenticular shape. Location:
same as Figure 17.

southwest crustal extension as a principal cause of
the detachment faulting and large-scale folding.

REGIONAL CORRELATION
Relationship of Detachment Faulting
to Neighboring Ranges

The sinusoidal shape of the fault is displayed
on all levels. It is present not only on the
regional scale, as mentioned above, but also on a
more localized scale. This wave-like form is
exhibited by the undulating shape of the southeastern
Newberry 110untains. This pehnomenon can be seen on
the geologic map (Figure 2), where the outline of
the detachment fault tends to control the shape of
the lo"er-plate crystalline rocks making up the core
of the range. Also, this phenomenon exists at the
outcrop level, where the undulation of the fault
surface can be seen by the variations of strikes
and dips taken along that surface.

The Newberry detachment fault form an anticlinal
dome which is part of a wave-like surface evident
throughout the detachment terrane. Due to regional
uplift, this domal feature was exposed to erosion,
"hich has consequently laid bare the autochthonous
lower-plate rocks in the central part of the range,
leaving remnants of the allochthonous upper-plate
rocks encircling its flanks.
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Figure 13. Diagrammatic cross section across the southeastern Newberry tlountains, southeastern Nevada, illustrating mid-tliocene rotational, normal fault displacement along the detachment surface. Note the anastomosing faults within the lo"er-plate complex.

this extensional event can be placed in limits by
the ages of the volcanic beds that the normal
faults offset. Also, kinematic indicators such as
fault striae, mullion structures, and detachment
related fracture orientations suggest a northeastward movement of allochthonous upper-plate units
relative to the autochthonous lower-plate rocks.
The northeastward direction of motion adds support
to the regional northeast-southwest extensional
picture.
CONCLUSIONS

The neighboring ranges display this same type
of relationship, lm,er-plate rocks occupying the
cores of the ranges, and upper-plate rocks encompassing the basal margins of the ranges.
This relationship between upper- and lower-plate rocks can be seen
in Figure 1.
The detachment fault is exposed in the Newberry
Mountains, the Eldorado Hountains to the north, the
northern Black Hountains to the northeast, the
Homer and Sacramento Hountains to the soutlnvesL, and
the Dead and the Chemehuevi Mountains to the south
(Frost, pers. comm., 1981). In these mountains it
forms a regional wave-like surface, with the 1mverplate rocks pervading the antiforms (cores of the
ranges), and the upper-plate rocks occupying the
synforms (low-lying areas between ranges).

Volborth (1973) attributes the contact between
upper- and lower-plate units to gravity-sliding.
He concludes that the klippen of the upper plate
are the vestiges of Laramide thrust plates which
are now clearly in the process of gravitationally
sliding down the present slopes. He also attributes
the rotation of Tertiary volcanic blocks to Basinand-Range type normal faulting unrelated to the
previously mentioned structural event.

Relationship to Regional Extension
Detachment faulting in the south'vestern United
States has been interpreted as having been formed by
regional, mid-Tertiary northeast-southwest crustal
extension (Figure 14). This may be related to the
closing stages of subduction and arc-related
volcanism along with the inception of Pacific-North
American plate interactions as expressed in the
region (Cameron and Frost, 1981).

The author is in disagreement with Vo1borth's
structural interpretation, and would like to suggest
northeast-southwest extensional tectonism (Anderson,
1971a, b) as coevally forming the detachment fault
(mapped by Vo1borth as a thrust fault) and upperplate structures (rotation of Tertiary blocks along
normal faults).

Anderson (197la; and Anderson and others (1972)
suggests a period of extensional tectonism (11 - 15
m.y.B.P.) of colossal magnitude in the Eldorado
Mountains, 40 km north of the Newberry Mountains.
Anderson (197lb) describes the style of extensional
tectonism during this period as featuring closely
spaced shingling normal faults that flatten with
depth, followed by Basin-and-Range type high-angle
normal faulting that may have penetrated deep into
the crust.

The relationship of the Colorado River trough
structures with Basin-and-Range type faulting is
unclear. Anderson (197lb) suggests that extensional
faulting in the Colorado River trough predates the
major period of crustal extension by normal faulting
in the Great Basin area to the north.
The mountain
ranges of the area seen in Figure 1 are definitely
not outlined by range-front faults of the Basin-andRange type.

Hithin the Ne'vberry Mountains, northwest-trending "listric" normal faults dip to the northeast and
rotate mid-Tertiary volcanic rocks to the southwest.
This, along with the possibly correlative nortlnvesttrending dike swarms within the lower-plate rocks,
suggests northeast-soutlnvest extension. The age of

Evidence suggesting that the detachment surface
in the Newberry Hountains formed at very shallow
levels is the stratigraphic thickness of rotated
fault blocks (Tertiary volcanic strata plus Precambrian basement), "hich is approximately 3 to 5 km
(Thorson, 1971; Anderson, 1978). The cumulative
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thickness of these upper-plate rocks provides a
maximum limit on the depth at which detachment faulting took place.
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Consistent northeastward direction of transport
of allochthonous units above the detachment surface
in the Ne\"berry llountains is exemplified by characteristic northwest strike and southwest dip of
upper-plate Tertiary strata, which have been rotated
along northeast-dipping listric (?) normal faults
(Figure 13). Also, the northeast orientation of the
fault striae and northwest-trending fractures within
the microbreccia provide support to the northeastward
direction of transport. This northeastward direction
of transport is consistent with the transport
direction of the allochthonous units in the IVhippleBuckskin-Rawhide Mountains to the south (Davis and
others, 1979), but is opposite to the direction
found in the Eldorado Mountains to the north
(Anderson, 1971a). The opposite directions of
transport can be explained by the regional northeastsouth\"est crustal extension in the Colorado River
trough, enabling different domainal regions to move
opposite directions at the same, or similar, times.
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ABSTRACT

the Cal iforn ia-Arizona border is one such area (fig.
1).
The Whipple Mountains detachment fault dominates
much of this area; it separates numerous tilted blocks
of Tertiary and pre-Tertiary rocks from a footwall of
generally dissimilar pre-Tertiary rocks (Carr and
Dickey, 1976; Carr, 1981; Davis and others, 1980). In
this paper we refer to the terrane exposing this fault
and its allochthons as the Whipple Mountain detac~~ent
terrane.

The Turtle Mountains area comprises three ranges,
the Stepl~dder, Turtle and Aric~ Mountains, that lie
along the .rest border of a terl'ane dominated by the
Whipple Mountains detachment fault of Tertiary age.
The Turtle Mountains area may represent a segmented
terrane of headwall faults, from which rocks slid down
and to the northeast along faul ts that merge or feed
downward into the Whipple Mountains detachment fault.

An outstandin;>; quest ion is how this and other
detachment faults terminate. Davis and others (1980)
suggested th~t the Whipple Mountains faul t may erld by
surfacing west of the Whipple Mountains at a headwall
in the Turtle Mountaim, from which upper-plate rocks
slid northeastward and rotated southwestward.
The
rocks and structures exposed in the Turtle Mountains
and in ranges to the north and south may therefore
provide clues to the geometry and processes of lowangle normal faul ting.

Pre-Tertiary rocks in the three ranges are
Precambrian crystalli ne basement rocks and discordant
Mesozoic plutons.
The Precambrian rocks record a
complex history of sedimentation, multiple plutonism,
metamorphism and deformation, and renewed plutonism.
K-Ar and fission-track ages for these rocks are partly
reset but are older than in nea"'by ranges; the oldest
apparent age determined is 1350 m.y. Mesozoic plutons
of granodiorite, granite and diorite give Ea"'ly and
Late Cretaceous K-Ar ages; one diorite possibly is
,Jul'assic.
The Precambrian and Mesozoic rocks lie no
more than 1 !<In structurally below Miocene volcanic
rocks and they represent a middle Tertiary high level
crust. Equivalent rock units are found in allochthons
in ranges to the east and northeast.

In this report we discuss the geology and
geochronology of the Turtle, Stepladder and Arica
Mountains in order to help define the western bounda.ry
of the Whipple Mountains detach~ent terrane (fig.
2) •
We also suggest how the rocks exposed in the
Turtle Mountains area relate to rock units juxtaposed
by the Whipple Mou:1tains faul t to the east.
Table 1
describes the rock units.
Radiometric ages are
presented in Tables 2 and 3 and are su~marized also on
the map, Figure 2.

Oligocene(?) and Miocene volcanic rocks are 1 to
2 kID thick; p~rt or all them were erupted from the
eastem Turtle Mount~ins. Samples of volcanic rocks
have yielded ages clustering a"'ound 18 to 20 m.y.
Normal faults that cut these rocks dip steeply
eastward in the southern and central Turtle Mountains,
and faults farther to the northeast are progressively
more gently dipping.
Bedding in volcanic strata is
typically perpendicular to underlying normal faults.
Progressi ve til ting suggestive of growth faulti ng
resul ted in an angular unconformity within the
Tertiary sequence
18-19 m.y. ago.
Together these
relations support a model of progressively greater
rotation and displacement of detached faul t blocks
northeastward from the Turtle Mountains.
To the
northeast
the
headwall
terrane
merges,
through
increasing
displacement,
with
highly
tilted
allochthons of the detachment terrane.
The isolated
Arica Mountains may
be within the
terrane of
a lloch thonous rocks.

REGIONAL SETTING AND PREVIOUS WORK
The Turtle Mountains area and the Whipple
Mountians
detachment
terrane
lie
along
the
northeastern fringe of the Mesozoic orogen (Burchfiel
and Davis, 1981). Bel ts affected by intense Mesozoic
plutonism
and
orogenic
deformation
lie
to
the
southwest, and relatively undeformed craton in the
Colorado Plateau lies to the northeast.
Middle
Tertiary rocks in this marginal region rest on a
basement of Precambrian crystalline rocks that are
intruded by scattered Mesozoic plutons.
The cover of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic strata had been largely
stripped by Oligocene and Miocene time.
Mesozoic
metamorphism and deformation of the Precambrian
basement and vestiges of the Paleozoic cover have been
demonstrated in ranges immediately to the west, south,
and east of the Turtle Mountains (Hamilton 1960; Stone
and others, 1981; Miller and others, 1982; Davis and
others, 1980; Anderson and Rawley, 1981).

INTRODUCTION
Detachment
faults
or
decollements of large
horizontal and perhaps large vertical displacement
characterize many areas of Tertiary crustal extension
in the Cordillera (Crittenden and others, 1980). The
terrane of middle Tertiary extensional faulting along

Earlier reconnaissance studies showed that the
Turtle
and
Stepladder
Mountains
are
formed
of
Precambrian gneiss and granite and Mesozoic plutons,
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Figure 1. Eastern Mojave Desert and adjacent Arizona. Detachment terrane along California-Arizona border exposes
footwall (patterned) below detachment fault (barbed line). Hachured lines (dotted where concealed) indicate
westernmost normal faults that drop rocks toward the detachment terrane.
Circled· mrnbers are dated rocks
(Table 2); other dated rocks are located in Figure 2. Detachment gene"'alized from Davis clOd others (1980),
Ca"'r and Dickey (1980), Carr and others (1980), and W. Carr's mapping as compiled by Stone and Howa"'d (1979).
overlain
nonconformably
by
gently
west-dipping
Tertiary volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Coonrad,
1960; Cooksley, 1960a, b; Bishop, 1963; Embree, 1967;
Armstrong and Suppe,
1973; Woodward McNiell and
Associates, 1974; Hathaway and Kuniyoshi, 1975; Carr
and others, 1980).
Other studies reported that the
Arica Mou'ltains, a small isolated range to the south,
expose metamorphosed Paleozoic strata faul ted against
Precambrian gneiss (Bishop, 1963; Davis, 1974; Carr
and Dickey, 1977).
Geologic maps are available for
the southern Mopah Range (Carr and others, 1980), the
southern Turtle Mounta.ins
(Woodward McN.iell
and
Assoc.iates, 1973), and pa"'ts of the Ar.ica (Davis,
1974), northern Turtle (Embree, 1967) and Stepladder
Mounta.ins (Coonrad, 1960; Cooksley, 1960a, b).

Assoc.iates, 1974,
others, 1980).

Carr

and

others,

1980;

Davis

and

The footwall of the Whipple Mountains faul t to
the east exposes Precambr.ian rocks that were subjected
to intrusion, metamorph.ism and mylonH.ic deformation
in the Mesozoic (Anderson and others, 1979; Davis and
others, 1980; Anderson and Rawley, 1981).
Across an
alluviated valley west of the Turtle Mountains, the
Old Woman, Iron and Granite Mountains likewise expose
rocks of the middle crust including Cretaceous
batholithic
and
migrnatitic
rocks
and
mylon.itic
gne.isses (D. Miller and others, 1981; C. Miller and
others, 1982).
In contrast, the cl'ystalline rocks of
the Turtle and Stepladder Mountains as discussed below
represent a higher crustal level, subjected to less
Mesozoic heating and partly preserving a Tertiary
cover.
The crystalline rocks resemble rock.s exposed
above the Whipple Mountains faul t.
Th is resemblance
supports
the
possibility
that
the
Turtle
and
Stepladder Mountains lie near the source of the
Whipple Mountains allochthons.

These ranges lie west of known exposures of the
Whipple Mountains detachment fault (fig. 1); but thick
sections of Tertiary rocks, downfaul ted along the
eastern part of the Turtle Mountains and in the
adjoining Mopah Range and Stepladder Mountains, merge
eastward w.ith jostled blocks in the western Whipple
Mounta.ins above the fault
(Woodward McNiell and
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Geologic map of the Turtle Mountains
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The small,
isolated Arica Mountains, in the
southern Turtle MoU'1ta in'3 area,
contain elements
resembling both the deep and shallow crustal levels.
Their place in the regional framework is not yet
clear. Metamorphosed Paleozoic rocks here are faul ted
over Precambrian gneiss.
Two features resemble
features of the allochthons in the Whipple Mountains
detachment terrance:
(1) a low-angle normal faul t
that cuts the
Paleozoic-against-Precambrian f3ult
contact (Davis, 1974), and (2) nearby outcrops of
steeply dipping Tertiary strata. An isolated exposure
of mylon.itic gneiss contrasts with these and suggests
the possibility that different crustal levels may be
Juxtaposed here as they are in the Whipple Mountains.
The
framework
established
in
the
Whipple
Mountaim by the excellent studies by W. J. Carr and
by G. A. Davis and J. L. Anderson and their colleagues
provides much of the basis for our study, as will be
apparent from the numerous references to them in the
text.

CRYSTALLINE ROCKS

Intruding
this
gneiss
is
an
extensive
granodiorite augen gneiss,
the augen gneiss of
Johnsons Well (Table 1), which crops out over much of
the Turtle Mountains. Similar augen gneiss is present
in
allochthonous
rocks
in
the
eastern
Whipple
Mountains (Anderson and others, 1979, and Davis and
others, 1980) and in the Sacramento Mountains.
In
contrast to abundant leucocratic veining in the gneiss
of Virginia May Mine, the augen gneiss of Joh:1sons
Well is with one exception free of cross-cutting
gneissic leucogranite.
It may therefore postdate
metamorphism and anatexis of the gneiss of Virginia
May Mine.
The augen gneiss itself is foliated, in
places mylonitized, and the foliation in turn deformed
into wavy folds. The gneissic deformation predates an
undeformed
diorite
stock
which
has
yielded
a
'1ornblende K-Ar age of 1350 m.y. (Table 3, no. 1)
suggesting a minimum middle Proterozoic age.
The
orientation of foliation in Precambrian "ocks varies
considerably but commonly strikes east or northeast
and is steep, in co~cert with dominantly northeast
strikes for ~Jcks of early Proterozoic age in Arizona.

Pre-Tertiary crystalli ne rocks crop out in four
areas in the study area (fig. 2).
The main Turtle
Mountains
block
exposes
a
Precambrian
terrane
consisting largely of orthogneisses, intruded in the
south and east by Mesozoic plutons.
The area to the
northeast, here called the Mopah-Stepladder block,
exposes two areas of crystalline rock, one in the
Stepladder Mountains containing a Mesozoic pluton and
its w'111 of Precambrian gneiss, and a second in the
northe"n Turtle Mountains
consisting of undated
Precambrian(?) granite.
The compact Arica Mountains
area
exposes
Precambrian
gneiss,
a
Mesozoic
granodiorite
stock,
metamorphosed
Paleozoic
and
Mesozoic st"ata, and mylonitic gneiss.
We use the
IUGS classification for plutonic rocks (Streickeisen,
1973) .
Precambrian Rocks
The Precambrian basement consists mostly of
metaplutonic
rocks,
along
with
some
undeformed
plutonic rocks and deformed supracrustal rocks.
The
oldest rocks in the Turtle Mountains include rare dark
quartzi te
and metaconglome"a te,
and more common
amphibolite, banded gneiss and sc~ist. Together these
rocks account for less than five percent of the Turtle
Mountains.
They
a"e
thoroughly
injected
and
migmatized by younger Pre,cambrian granite gneisses.

A va"iety of porphyritic granites (also called
granite porphyries here) of probable Precambrian age
cut older gneisses.
They postdate most metamorphic
deforma tion
~ut
have
conspicious
flow(? )-a ligned
tabula" feldspar phenocrysts.
Two of these U'1its in
the southern and !,estern Turtle Mountains (Table 1)
are
significantly
radioactive,
like
porphyritic
granite of the Marble Mountains, 75 km to the
northwest, that lfiS dated at 1.4 to 1.5 b.y. by Silver
and McKinney (1963) and Lanphere (1964).
Two units
res'C'"o1e rocks described as gpanite porphyry by Davis
a~d others
(1980), Anderso~ and others (1979) and
Anderson and Frost (1981) in the Whipple Mountains
allochthon.
These authors favor an age of 1.4 to 1.5
b.y. for the granite porphyry in the Whipple Mountains
based on its compositional affinity to other rocks of
t'1at age, and on preliminal'y Rb-Sr isotopic data.
Coarse-grained
granite
in
the
northern
Turtle

The
migmatizing
granitic
gneisses
include
leucogranite, biotite-garnet granite, and the most
widespread variety, the fine-grained granite gneiss of
Vil'gina May Mine (Table 1). This last is a regionally
important lithology that also is recognized in the
Sacramento and Mohave Mountains to the northeast (fig.
1).
The common occu"rence of leucocratic s'neat veins
(fig. 3) and of retrograded garnet pOl'phyroblasts both
in the veins and the host gneiss of Virginia May Mine
suggest a polyphase metamorphic history.

Figure 3.
Gneiss of Virginia May Mine containing ptygmatically folded garnet-bearing
leucocratic veins. The veins are bordered by mafic-rich rock and are i~terpreted as
products sweated out of the host gneiss.
In nearby exposres, the gneiss contains
disoriented inclusions of amphibolite that demonstrate an igneous protolith
for the
gneiss.
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Mountains resembles rock in the Sacramento Mountains
in which border phases are flow- foliated and resemble
the granite porphyry of the Whipple Mountains.

1981),
and a
conformably ( ?)
overlying Mesozoic
sandstone.
The
strata
form
southeast-vergent
isoclinal folds hundreds of meters in amplitude that
plunge 550 south.
The strata are thrust over veined
gneiss and are repeated by a low-angle normal fault
(Davis, 1974).
The Paleozoic strata are part of a
widespread platform sequence ranging from Cambrian to
Permian in age that once blanketed the region with a
thickness of 1 to 2 kID (Stone and others, 1981). The
absence of this sequence above the Precambrian
basement in the Turtle and Stepladder Mountains and a
large region to the north and east reflects extensive
pre-Miocene erosion.

Mafic rocks that cut the gneisses of the Turtle
and Stepladder Mountains include the small hornblende
diorite stock discussed above. The hornblende age of
1350 m.y. is the oldest K-Ar age obtained for rocks in
this
region.
Other mafic rocks are dikes of
hornblende diabase and gabbro that trend mostly east
in the Turtle Mountains and north in the Stepladder
Mountains. Similar dikes are present in allochthonous
rocks to the east and northeast in the Whipple (Davis
and others, 1979; Anderson and others, 1979), Mohave,
Buck, and Bill Williams Mountains (Nakata, 1982;
Howard and others, 1982a). These dikes form a swarm of
regional importance. Anderson and others (1979) point
out textural and compositional resemblances of these
dikes to Middle Proterozoic diabase associated with
the Pahrump Group of the southern Death Valley
region. The K-Ar hornblende age of 439 m.y. (Table 3,
no. 2) for a diabase intrusion in the western Turtle
Mountains is a minimum age -- probably a much reduced
age.
Because no diabase is known to intrude Cambrian
or younger strata in the region, these diabases are
most probably Precambrian.
If the amphibole in the
rocks is secondary after pyroxene, as suggested by the
ophitic texture, this old age suggests that the
uralitization may have been Precambrian also.
The
platform character of the Paleozoic section in the
region (Stone and others, 1981) precludes Paleozoic
metamorphism.

Mesozoic Plutonic Rocks
Plutons of granodiorite, granite, and diorite
intrude Precambrian rocks discordantly in the Turtle
Mountains; granodiorite plutons intrude Precambrian
rocks discordantly in both the Stepladder and Arica
Mountains. Previous reconnaissance suggested that the
granodiorite plutons are Cretaceous (Ar~~trong and
Suppe, 1973; John, 1981). Diorite in the southwestern
Turtle
Mountains
is
Jurassic
or
older--perhaps
Precambrian--as indicated by discordant K-Ar ages on
hornblende (167 m.y.) and biotite (100.7 m.y.; Table
3, no. 4).
The biotite age matches that of a late
Early Cretaceous(?) granite 0.6 kID away (Table 3, no.
5), which intrudes the diorite and is so closely
associated as to suggest they are related.
All
previously identified Jurassic intrusive bodies in
this pa!"t of the Cordillera lie southwest of the
Turtle Mountains (Burchfi el and Davis, 1980; John,
1981).
The possibility that there are outlier
Jurassi9 plutons in the Turtle Mountains area might
help explain the Jurassic K-Ar ages reported by
Anderson and Frost (1981) on Precambrian rocks to the
east in the Whipple Mountains allochthon.

This dated sample (sample 2) and samples 1 and 3
(Table 3) and the fission-track sample (Table 2) all
were obtained within 3 kID of each other, in an area of
the western Turtle Mountains distant from large
Mesozoic intrusive bodies (fig. 2). The four apparent
ages range widely and suggest a complex thermal
history since formation of Precambrian rocks. The 439
m.y. hornblende K-Ar age on the diabase unit appears
to be more reset than the hornblende K-Ar age of 1350
m.y. on the diorite stock.
A 230 m.y. biotite K-Ar
age from the older augen gneiss of Johnsons Well
suggests even greater argon loss in the biotite.
A
granite porphyry dike in this area, suspected on
lithologic grounds to be middle Proterozoic, yielded a
fission-track age on zircon of 88 m.y.
This age
suggests that Late Cretaceous or younger heating,
sufficient to anneal tracks in zircon, contributed to
the partial argon loss in nearby Precambrian rocks.
Nearby quartz porphyry dikes of Cretaceous or Tertiary
age may be partly responsible.

A hornblende-biotite diorite stock that intrudes
Precambrian gneiss in the western Turtle Mountains may
be one of the younger Mesozoic intrusives. It yielded
a hornblende K-Ar age of 86.8 m.y. (Table 3, no. 8) in
an area where other K-Ar ages retain pre-Mesozoic
signatures
(fig.
2).
K-Ar
dating
of
three
lithologically different diorites in the Turtle
Mountains thus indicates that some are Precambian,
some possibly Jurassic, and some probably Late
Cretaceous.
Two granodiorite plutons in the southeastern
Turtle Mountains yielded late Early and early Late
Cretaceous K-Ar ages (Armstrong and Suppe (1973; this
paper).
For the northern, or Castle Rock pluton, we
obtained an age on hornblende of 101 m.y. and an age
on biotite of 93.0 m.y. (Table 3, no. 7).
. The
southern,
or Turtle pluton yielded an age on
hornblende of 105.9 and an age on biotite of 97.3 m.y.
(Table 3, no. 6).
The southern pluton borde,rs
porphyritic granite on the west. An outlying stock of
the porphyritic granite yielded a similar biotite K-Ar
age, 101.3 m.y.; however, as noted above, this stock
is closely associated with diorite for which a
Jurassic or older age is indicated.
Granite dikes
from
the
Turtle
granodiorite
pluton
resemble
allochthonous Cretaceous granite in the Whipple
Mountains (adamellite of Davis and others, 1980, and
Anderson and others, 1979). The late Early Cretaceous
hornblende ages for plutons in the Turtle Mountains
may approach the age of intrusion, as indicated by (1)
the closeness of biotite and hornblende ages, and (2)
the retention, in that range, of older ages in
Precambrian rocks thus sugges ting a relati vely cool
host rock and rapid cooling of the plutons.

Pre-Mesozoic K-Ar ages for Precambrian rocks of
the Turtle Mountains are unusual in this region.
Similar rocks in the Whipple Mountains to the east
yield Jurassic or younger K-Ar ages, indicative of
substantial resetting (Anderson and Frost, 1981). The
closest ranges where Precambrian K-Ar ages are known
are the Marble Mountains, 75 kID northwest (Lanphere,
1964), the southern Mohave Mountains, 70 kID northeast
(Conoco, unpublished data) and the Hualapai Mountains,
100 kID northeast (R. F. Marvin, unpublished data).
The retention of old argon in Precambrian rocks of the
Turtle Mountains is surprising in view of regional
metamorphism recorded in Paleozoic strata in the
region.
Paleozoic and Mesozoic Strata
In
the
Arica
Mountains
we
recognize
the
metamorphosed equivalents of the Redwall, Supai,
Hermit, Coconino and Kaibab Formations, ranging in age
from Mississippian to Permian (Stone and others,
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Plutons in the Stepladder and Arica Mountains are
porphyritic granodiorites closely similar to each
other in lithology and apparent K-Ar age.
Biotite
from the large Stepladder pluton gave a K-Ar cooling
age of 72 m. y. (Armstrong and Suppe, 1973, corrected
for new decay constants by Calzia and Morton, 1980).
Biotite from the small Arica pluton yielded a 72.4
m.y. K-Ar age (Table 3, no. 9).
Owing to their
isolation, these intriguingly identical ages must be
considered simply as minimum ages.
Both of these
plutons contain discrete quartz and phenocrysts of
zoned alkali feldspar with ragged margins indictive of
late interstitial overgrowth. Similar texture is seen
in porphyritic parts of the Turtle pluton. Hypabyssal
dikes
emanate south from the Stepladder pluton.
Similar dikes intrude Paleozoic rocks in the Arica
Mountains. These rocks occur in the upper plate of a
low-angle fault of unknown displacement; the Arica
pluton is in the lower plate.

be older than 20 m.y. are present. Volcanic rocks and
feeder dikes demonstrate that the Mopah Range and
northern Turtle Mountains
were
volcanic centers
(Chesterman, 1949; Bishop, 1963; Embree, 1967; Carr
and others, 1980). Silicic and intermediate volcanic
rocks dominate the lower part of the section in both
the southern Mopah Range (Carr and others, 1980) and
the
northern
Turtle
Mountains
and
Stepladder
Mountains.
A basal basalt is locally present in the
Stepladder Mountains.
Hoodward McNiell and Associates (1974) reported a
27.9 m. y. apparent K-Ar age on biotite from volcanic
rock in the Mopah Range; this are would make the rock
older than most or all the other Tertiary rocks in the
region.
However, the mapping of Carr and others
(1980) suggests that this dated rock overlies a
rhyolite for which Carr and others report K-Ar ages of
19.4 m.y. (biotite) and 18.6 m.y. (hornblende).
Two
ashflow tuffs in the northern Turtle Mountains were
dated at 20.2 m.y. for a tuff about 1 km above the
base of the Tertiary section, and 20.0 m.y. for
another
welded
tuff
of
uncertain
stratigraphic
position (Table 2, nos. 10, 11).

Long dikes of quartz porphyry rhyoli te radiate
south
and
southwest
across
much
of
the
main
crystalline block of the Turtle Mountains. Several of
the dikes follow faults.
The dikes cut the Castle
Rock and Turtle plutons, but are not known to cut
nearby Miocene and Oligocene(?) volcanic rocks, and so
appear to be between late Early Cretaceous and Miocene
in age. The dikes converge toward a dike-rich area in
the northern Turtle Mountains, suggesting a source
pluton of Late Cretaceous or early Tertiary age may
lie in that direction.
Similar dikes occur in
allochthonous crystalline rocks to the northeas t in
the western Chemehuevi and Sacramento Mountains, where
they may be associated with an epizonal monzogranite
pluton (John, 1982).

Embree (1967) reported an angular unconformity
within the section in the northern Turtle Mountains,
below which rocks dip 10-15 0 more steeply westward
than overlying basalt flows. This upper basalt, which
forms mesas along the west sides of the Stepladder and
northern Turtle Mountains, is increasingly less tilted
higher in the section (Embree, 1967). A sample from a
northern inselberg along the trend of the mesas
yielded a whole-rock age of 18.1 m.y. (Table 2, no.
12) •

Mylonitic granodiorite gneiss crops out in a
small isolated exposure 0.8 km southwest of the Arica
Mountains (fig. 2).
It resembles syntectonically
deformed Late Cretaceous or early Tertiary mylonitic
gneiss in the footwall of the Whipple Mountains fault
(Davis and others, 1980; Anderson and Rawley, 1981)
and in the Iron Mountains (Miller and others, 1981),
although its lineation is askew the regional pattern
(Howard and others, 1982b)
By analogy with the
Whipple Mountains, the gneiss may represent deepseated (ca. 8-10 km) rock juxtaposed by an unseen
detachment fault against shallower rocks in the Arica
Mountains area.
If this area is similar to the
Whipple Mountains, then steeply dipping Tertiary rocks
3 km wes t of the Arica Mountains may be allochthonous.

Welded tuff that closely resembles in age and
lithology the widespread Peach Springs Tuff of Young
(1966) crops out both east of the Stepladder Mountains
in the Sawtooth Range (Chemehuevi Mountains) and west,
in the Little Piute Mountains. Dates of 18.1 m.y. and
18.3 m.y. for the tuff at these respective localities
(fig. 1; Table 3, nos. 13, 14) suggest that the tuff
is younger than the lower unit of the Mopah-Stepladder
block.
This relation seems confirmed by the presence
below the tuff in the Sawtooth Range of plagioclasephyric silicic volcanic rock identical to rock in the
lower unit in the northern Turtle Mountains.
Three stratigraphic relations suggest growth
faul ting and successive westward rotation during
deposition of the Tertiary units: (1) The unconformity
within the Tertiary section in the Mopah-Stepladder
block, (2) increasingly gentler dips and apparent
offlap of higher basalt flows above the unconformity
(Em::,ree, 1967), and (3) abrupt eastward thickening of
units below the basalt across a fault in the Mopah
Range (Carr and others, 1980, cross-sec tion A-A'). It
can be concluded that the Mopah-Stepladder block was
segmenting and dropping down relative to the Turtle
Mountains block during the deposition of volcanic
rocks 18-20 m.y. ago.

TERTIARY ROCKS
Tertiary
rocks
include
(1)
small
isolated
exposures near the Arica Mountains, (2) rocks capping
crystalline rocks of the Turtle Mountains block, and
(3)
extensi ve expos ures in the Mopah-S tepladder
block.
The rocks near the Arica Mountains are poorly
exposed sandstone and monolithic breccia that are
steeply west-dipping and possibly allochthonous.
Rocks that cap the Turtle Mountains block are
erosional remnants of basal t, locally underlain by
crystalline-clast conglomerate (Hoodward McNiel and
Associates, 1974). Together these rocks are as thick
as 200-300 m.
K-Ar ages for the basal t in the
southern Turtle Mountains (fig. 2) cluster around 20
m. y. (Hoodward McNiell and Associates, 1974; Calzia
and Morton, 1980).

TERTIARY FAULTING
Tertiary rocks are progressively down-dropped to
the east or northeast across numerous nOT'fllal faul ts in
the Turtle and Stepladder Mountains.
Such faul ts in
the Turtle Mountains block dip steeply to the east and
have displacements of as much as 150 m.
The fault
zone between the Turtle and Mopah-Stepladder blocks is
incompletely
understood
(Woodward
McNiel1
and
Associates, 1974) and remains a high-priority target
for further study.
Displacement appears to be a few
hundred meters and one measured fault dips 60 0

In contrast, the Mopah Range and Stepladder and
northern Turtle Mountains have sections 1 to 2 km
thick of andesite, rhyodacite, basalt, sedimentary
breccia and rhyolite. Rocks younger and some that may
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Figure 4.
Schematic cross section to illustrate the headwall concept.
,
before isostatic uplift, is indicated by dashed line.

northwestwa~d.
Normal faul ts are numerous in the
Mopah Range, where Carr and othe~s (1980) measured
faul t dips of 30-55 degrees no~theast, and in the
norther'n Turtle Mountains, where measured northeast
fault dips a~e 40-60 degrees (Embree, 1967). Nu~erous
normal faul ts, dipping 30-500 , downdrop volcanic rocks
progressively
no:'theastwa~d
in
the
Stepladder
Mountains.
A pattern emer'ges from these data: Faults
encou1tered farther no:,theast dip at increasingly
gentler angles compared to faul ts to the southwest.
The Stepladder pluton,
farthest no~theast towa"d
exposures of detachment faults, appear's to be til ted
but relatively w1broken.
Otherwise, rocks in the
Turtle Clnd Stepladder Mountains are generally more
highly faul ted and til ted towa~d the northeast.

[DJJ

--

Precambrian
gneiss

Ini tial position of b3.sal detachment,

The ultim3.te surfa~ing of the headwall may lie in
the valley west of the Turtle Mountains block,
3.ccounting fOr the lowering of that block relative to
the Old Woman Mountains to the west. Headwall faults
continue nOrthw'lrd into the southern Piute Mountains
(fig. 1).
Southward, Tertiary beds dipping 55 0
southwestwa"d near the Arica Mountains suggest that a
headwall lies to the west.
This listric headwall model implies that the
Turtle Mountains block, with its steep faults and
nea"ly flat-lying Tertiary rocks, is only slightly
displaced.
Rocks
become
increasingly
displaced
laterally, a·s well as vertically, east-northeastward
across
the Mopah-Stepladde" block and into the
det3.chment terrane (fig. 4).

The
Tertiary
rocks
tend
to
dip
roughly
per'pendicular" to the faul ts that cut them.
~:.:-':3twa:"d
dips of 20 degrees are reco:,ded in the Turtle
Mount 3. ins
block,
mos t ly about 5 to
40 degrees
southwestward in the southern Mopah Range (C3.rr and
others, 1980), 25-35 degrees southwestw3.~d in the
northe~n Turtle Mountains
(Embree, 1967) and 25-50
degrees southwestwaY'd
in the lower un it in the
Stepladder Mountains.
Toward the east, westward dips
become progressively steeper as seen from the air
above the northern Mopah Range.

The Precambrian and Mesozoic rocKs in the Turtle
and Stepladder Mou'1tains Y'esemble allochthonous rocks
in the uppe:, plate of the Whipple Mountains detachment
fault.
Allochthonous crystalline rocks that are
equivalent to :'ock units in the Turtle Clnd Stepladder
Mountains include gneiss in the Sacramento, Mohave and
Buck Mountains, augen gneiss in the Whipple and
Sacramento Mountains, granite porphyry in the Whipple,
Chemehuevi, Sacramento, Moh3.ve and Bill Williams
Mountains, diabase dikes in the Whipple, Sacramento,
Chemehuevi, Mohave and Buck Mountains, quartz porphyry
dikes in the Sacramento and Chemehuevi Mountains, and
pe~haps
granite in the Whipple Mountains.
This
distribution of rock types is consistent with a
palinspastic reconstruction reducing and compressing
the upper plate rocks back toward the Turtle Mountains
area, along the S40 0 to 60 0 W azimuth determined by
Davis and others (1980) for fault displacement in the
Whipple
Mountains.
Most
of the
allochthonous
crystalline rocks noted above ar'e less than 1-3 km
structurally beneath the base of the Tertiary section,
in the til ted blocks in which they now lie.
These
rocks were the upper' part of the crust before
detachment faulting.

DISCUSSION
The faul ting and tilting of Tertiat'y rocks are
consistent with a concept of progressive breakqway
toward the Whipple Mountains detach:nent terrane, in
wh ich "ocks fa"ther from the headwall a:'ea are
increasingly out of place (Davis and others, 1980).
In this concept (fig. 4), rocks are progressively
:'otated along listric faults that merge downward and
eastward, feeding into one (or more) decollement(s) at
depth. Isostatic upwarping has brought up and exposed
the decollement in the Whipple Mountains from an
original depth of pe"haps 5-12 km.
The resulting
flexure contributes to the observed increasingly lower
dips of faul ts and steeper dips of beds eastward
across the Mopah-Stepladder block. Crude estimates of
original depth of the fault suggests that east of the
Mopah Range the flexure may be as p;reat as 30 to 40
degrees.
Regardless of the flexure, gently dipping
faul ts and steep til ts that persist eastwa~d across
domal culminations of the detachment fault in the
Whipple Mountains (Davis and others, 1980) stand in
sharp contrast to the steep faults and shallow til ts
in the headwall terrane.

In the Turtle Mountains, caps of Miocene rocks
suggest that 20 m.y. ago none of the rocks presently
exposed were buried deeper than 1 km, although part of
the Stepladder pluton, now tilted and relatively
unbroken, lay deeper.
Exposed rocks in the Turtle
Mountains are unlike most rocks exposed below the
Whipple Mount3.ins fault.
The rocks below that faul t
probably resided at much deeper levels until exposed
by tectonic denudation and isostatic rebound.
We
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think

it

reasonable

that

deep

beneath

the

Turtle
Mountains
are
flat-lying
syntectonically
deformed Cretaceous granites like those of the Whipple
Mountains footwall (Davis and others, 1980), the Iron
Mountains (Miller and others, 1981) or Old Woman
Mountains (Miller and others, 1982).
The discordant
plutons now exposed in the Turtle Mountains may be
their shallower equivalents, that are exposed between
structurally uplifted rocks on either side (fig. 4).
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Table 1.

Rock Units in the Turtle Mountains Area 1

Des cription
Plutonic rocks classified after lUGS
(Streckeisen, 1973)

Upper basalt: Basalt and andesite flows.
West-dipping mesas along west flank of
Stepladder and northern Turtle
Mountains and Mopah Range.
Unconformably over unit Tv.

Map
Symbol
(Fig. 2)

Plutonic Rocks
Color
Exposed
Index
Area (km 2 )

Apparent
Age (m.y.)

Tb

Geologic Age

Miocene

Peach Springs Tuff of Young (1966)(?):
Welded crystal-rich ashflow tuff containing blue sanidine. Present east
and west of Stepladder Mountains in
Sawtooth Range (Chemehuevi Mountains)
and in Little Piute Mountains.

18.1

Volcanic rocks: Flows and flow breccias of
rhyodacite, rhyolite, dacite, andesite
and basalt, thin ashflow tuffs,
sedimentary volcaniclastic breccias.
Sequence probably thousands of feet thick.
In Mopah Range, Turtle Mountains, and
Stepladder Mountains.

Tv

Sedimentary rocks: Crystalline-clast
boulder conglomerate in southwestern
Turtle Mountains. Arkose in northern
Turtle Mountains. Near Arica
Mountains: sandstone and monomict
breccia derived from mylonitic gneiss.

Ts

20.2,19.9
(19.0,20.3,
20.4, 27.4)
Miocene
and
Oligocene (?)

Intrusive rocks: Dikes and necks of
andesite, basalt, and rhyodacite,
cutting preTertiary and Teritiary
rocks in Turtle Mountains.
Quartz porphyry: Silicic dikes up to
20 m thick radiati nil. Sand SW across
Precambrian rocks from N-central
Turtle Mountains. Five to fifty
percent phenocrysts of feldspar,
rounded quartz, biotite al tered to
muscovite, rare hornblende. Cuts
Castle Rock and Turtle plutons.
Resembles dikes in Sacramento and
Chemehuevi Mountains.
Diorite near Martins Well: Hornblendediorite stock in western Turtle Mountains.
Stepladder pluton: Light-colored porphyritic
granodiorite with pinkish coarse-grained
K-feldspar, quartz and plagioclase
phenocrysts.

Tertiary
or
Cretaceous

Kd

25-40

Kgd

7

86.8 H
75

1Apparent ages listed are K-Ar and one fission-track age. Ages compiled by
Calzia and Morton (1980) in parens. B, biotite, H, :1omblende, Z, zircon.
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(72.0 B)

Cretaceous

Table 1.

Rock Units in the Turtle Mountains Area (cont.)

Des cription
Plutonic rocks classi fied after lUGS
(S treckeisen, 1973)

Arica pluton: Light-colored porphyritic
biotite with pinkish coarse-grained
K-feldspar phenocrysts.
Castle Rock pluton: Medium-grained biotite
hornblende granodiorite to monzogranite.
North of Turtle pluton between Mopah
Range and Turtle Mountains block.

Mylonitic gneiss: Granodiorite gneiss with
SE-trending mylonitic lineation.
Isolated exposure, conceivably a giant
megabreccia block. Resembles
mylonitic gneiss in Iron and in Whipple
Mountains.
Diorite of southwestern Turtle Mountains:
Medium-grained hornblende-biotite diorite
to quartz monzodiorite.
Metasandstone: Purplish sandstone, gritstone
and sandy schist and green feldspathic
schist in Arica Mountains.

Apparent
Age (m. y. )

9

>1

72.4 B

15

> 7.5

H
101
93.0 B
(98.0 B)

Kgd

Geologic Age

Cretaceous

Turtle pluton: Biotite-hornblende mediumgrained granodiorite, locally porphyritic.
Forms southeastern Turtle Mountains.
Mapped as quartz diorite by Woodward
McNiell and Associ ates (1974) •
Peripheral biotite-muscovite monzogranite
dikes resemble granite
(adamellite of Davis and others, 1980)
in Whipple Mountains.
Granite of southern Turtle Mountains:
Porphyritic biotite monzogranite to granodiori te. Locally minor hornblende or
muscovite. Coarse-grained tabular K-feldspar phenocrysts are commonly aligned.
May be gradational to Turtle pluton.
Mapped as quartz monzonite by
Woodward McNiell and Associates (1974).

Plutonic Rocks
Exposed
Color
Area (km 2 )
Index

Map
Symbol
(Fig. 2)

9-15

> 50

105.9 H
97.3 B

Kg

5-10

>5

101.3 B

my

10

Jd

25-55

pz

(t:

Cretaceous(?)

1

')

167 H
100.7 B

Jurassic(?) ;
may be
Precambrian
Early
Mesozoic
Permian

Metamorphosed Kaibab Limestone: Calcitic
and dolomitic marble, in part striped
by brown-weathering metachert, in
Arica Mountains.
Metamorphosed Coconino Sandstone: Platy
metaquartzite in Arica Mountains.
Metamorphosed Hermit Shale: Phyllite having
calcitic laminations in Arica Mountains.

Permian and
Pennsyl vanian

Metamorphosed Supai Formation: Dark- brownweathering calc-silicate rock interlayered
with marble in Arica Mountains.
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Table 1.

Rock Units in the Turtle Mountains Area (cont.)

Description
Plutonic rocks classified after lUGS
(Streckeisen, 1973)

Metamorphosed Redwall Limestone: White
calcitic marble in Arica Mountains.

Map
Symbol
(Fig. 2)

Plutonic Rocks
Color
Exposed
Index
Area (km 2 )

Mississippian

Diod te near J ohnsons Well: Horn bl ende
diori te in undeforrned stock, cuts augen
gneiss of Johnsons Well in western Turtle
Mountains. Texture variable.

50-60

< 1

439 H

40-60

1/20

1350 H

Precambrian
(Proterozoic

Y ?)
pCg

10-25

>15

> 1/2

Granite porphyry of southern Turtle Mountains
near Rice: Biotite syenogranite to
monzogranite with aligned coarse-grained
tabular gray K-feldspar phenocrysts in
medium-grained matrix. High gamma radia-.
tion. Intrudes metasedimentary gneisses.

5-10

Granite porphyry dike in western Turtle
Mountains: Dike 1 m wide cuts gneiss.
Quartz-rich syenogranite having alined
coarse-grained K-feldspar phenocrysts.
High gamma radiation.

2

«<

2

«< 1

Granite porphyry in northwestern Turtle
Mountains. Irregular body few meters
across of quartz-riCh syenogranite.
Aligned tabular coarse-grained K-feldspar
phenocrysts. Resembles granite porphyry of
Whipple Mountains (Davis and others, 1980).
Granite porphyry in Stepladder Mountains.
Several small irregular bodies of monzogranite with purplish quartz and aligned
tabular feldspar phenocrysts. May resemble
mafic granite porphyry of Anderson
and others (1980) in Whipple Mountains.
Augen gneiss of Johnsons Well: Biotite
hornblende granodiorite and lesser granite
gneiss. Medium-grained. Gray, purplish or
pink K-feldspar phenocryst augen
0.4-1 em across. Cuts most other gneisses
but is cut by one folitated leucogranite
body. Forms large massif and many smaller
bodies through much of Turtle Mountains
block. Resembles allochthonous augen
gneiss in Whioole Mountains (Davis and
others, 1980) and in Sacramento Mountains.

Geologic Age

pz

Diabase: Hornblende diabase and gabbro dikes
up to tens of meters wide in Turtle and
Stepladder Mountains. Blue-green hornblende may be secondary. Commonly ophitic.
Most dikes in Turtle Mountains trend N-S.

Granite of northern Turtle Mountains:
Coarse-grained dark biotite-hornblende
monzogranite, local medium-grained
quartz monzodiorite.

Apparent
Age (m.y.)

1

88.2 Z

15

pCj

8-30
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> 100

230 B

Precambrian
(Proterozoic
X?)

Table 1.

Rock Units in the Turtle Mountains Area (cont.)
Map
Symbol
(Fig. 2)

Description
Plutonic rocks classified after lUGS
(Streckeisen, 1973)

Granite gneiss of Virginia May Mine:
Throughout much of Turtle Mountain block.
Medium-light gray fi ne-grained biotite
monzogranite to syenogranite gneiss.
Commonly contains leucocratic sweat(?)
veins with dark borders and bluish quartz.
Both these veins and the gneiss contain
garnet porphyroblasts, largely now
retrograded to phogopite. Intrudes
amphibolite. Similar gneiss is found
in the Sacramento and Mohave Mountains.

pCv

Plutonic Rocks
Color
Exposed
Index
Area (km 2 )

5-10

Geologic Age

>75
Precambrian
(Proterozoic
X?)

Gneissic rocks: Undivided leucogranite,
veined and banded granitic gneisses in
Arica, Turtle and Stepladder Mountains.
Garnet-spotted leucocratic gneiss in
Stepladder Mountains similar to gneiss in
Mohave Mountains. Some (unknown) fraction of gneisses may be metasedimentary.
Small layers and pods,
commonly migmatized, throughout much of
Turtle Mountains block and in Stepladder
Mountains. Amphibolite is found also in
most other ranges in the region.

Apparent
Age (m.y.)

25

~pbibolite:

pC

1-5

Metasedimentary rocks: Dark quartzite,
metaconglomerate, gneiss, schist.

Table 2.
Map
No. Field No.

13

H79TM-196

Rock

North
Latitude

Fission-track age of zircon

West
Longitude

Granite
porphyry

Spontaneous tracks
density
no.
(cm- 2 )

Induced tracks
density
no.
( cm- 2 )

4.452 x 10 6

1.474 x 10 7

316

Combined data of two zircons.
C. E. Meyer, Analyst

AF = 7.03 x 10 -17 yr-1, 235 u/258 u = 7.252 x 10- 3 ,
I!~One standard deviation.

~ = 580 x 10-24 cm 2 •
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523

Neutron Dose

Agel!
(m.y. )

88+6

Map
No.

Field No.

North
Rock and
Latitude
Analyzed Mineral

H79TM-99z

Diorite

2

H79TM-97b

gabbro

3

H79TM-103

granodiorite bio
gne iss

34°16'02"

4

H79TM-486

quartz
hbl
monzodiorite

34°11'25"

Table 3.

K-Ar ages

West
Longitude

Percent
K2 0

(avg. )

hbl

40 Ar *X)0-1O
mol gm

1.528

Calculated Weighted
!;arcent
Age
Avg.Age
*1
40 Ar
m.y.
m.y.
Ar total
98
98
63

1326
1334
1371

1350:t.40

0.52

4.105

89

439.0

43 9:t.3 2

1"14°54'17"

9.125

32.43
32.09

94
79

231.4
229.1

230:t.7

114°50'03"

0.7085

1.769
1.797

73
58

165.6
167.5

167.±..5

8.725

12.46
13.38

37
44

96.5
103.5

100.7.±..3.0

bio
5

H79TM-486a

monzogranite bio

34°11'20"

114°49'55"

8.155

12.20
12.26

80
89

101.0
101.5

6

H79TM-121

granodiorite hbl

34°10'49"

114°45'00"

0.832

1.290
1. 324

63
57

104.6
107.3

8.007

11.75
11.33

81
87

99.1
95.7

0.92

1. 371

72

104.1

8.56

11.17

95

93.0

93. 0.±..3. 2

0.4225

0.5084

51

86.8

86.8+2.6

8.835

9.396

84

72.4

bio
7

H79TM-137
bio

8

H79TM-112

9

H79Ar-466

diorite

104+6

10 H79Mo-149

welded tuff

bio

34°25'25"

114°48'35"

8.585

2.509

33

20.2

20.2+1.0

11 H79Mo-157

welded tuff

bio

34°27'17"

114°49'39"

8.253

2.388

65

20.0

20.0.±..0.7

2.745

0.7182

63

18.1

18.1+0.6
18.1+0.6

12 KH78-111
13 H79CH-299

welded tuff

san

34°35 '46"

114°39' 02"

8.74

2.285

73

18.1

14 H79LP-56

welded tuff

san

34°37' 24"

115°04' 22"

9.41

2.498

67

18.3

Ages are calculated using the following constants
40K decay constants:

1\+ A{=0.581 x 10- 10 yr- 1
"'/\{3='
4 962 x 10- 10 yr- 1

Abundance ratio :

40K/Ktotal

=1.167 x 10- 4 atom percent.

Numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 and 11 analysed by M. A. Pernokas, D. V. Vivit, P. R. Klock, and S. T. Neil.
Numbers 2, 7, 9, 12, 13 and 14 analysed by R. F. Marvin, H. H. Mehnert, V. M. Merrit and E. L. Brandt.
Samples prepared by D. H. Sorg and M. A. Pernokas.
hbl, hornblende; bio, biotite; WR, whole-rock; san, sanidine.
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Figure 1.

Exhumed Baker Peaks-Copper Mountains detachment fault, southern Baker Peaks.

Fault surface dips 10 to 15 degrees to the west.

